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Izvleček: 
Magistrsko delo obravnava različne sisteme za odvzem električne energije v napravah za izkoriščanje 
energije morskih valov. Večji del raziskovalnega dela je namenjen pregledu različnih naprav in 
konceptov ter tipom sistemov za odvzem električne energije. Dodana je tudi ocena potenciala Tržaškega 
zaliva za pridobivanje električne energije iz energije valov, izračunana na podlagi realnih podatkov 
pridobljenih iz boje Vide. V vseh izračunih je uporabljena tako imenovana linearna teorija valov. 
Izračunane količine so nato primerjane s količino proizvedene električne energije v drugih tipih 
elektrarn, ki so trenutno prisotne v Sloveniji. Ocena potenciala energije morskih valov pokaže, da je 
zaradi majhnih višin valov ter kratkih period količina energije nizka in izkoriščanje le te manj 
ekonomsko upravičeno kot izkoriščanje nekaterih drugih obnovljivih virov energije. 
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Abstract  
The thesis provides an overview of power take-off systems used in wave energy converters with 
descriptions of wave energy device concepts. Wave energy potential of the Gulf of Trieste is assessed 
based on the data obtained from the Vida buoy placed in the vicinity of Slovenian coast. All of the 
calculations and the final assessment are based on the linear wave theory, where results are compared 
to other energy resources in the country of Slovenia and the future of renewable energy is discussed. 
Performed calculations indicated that low to moderate sea states in the Gulf of Trieste at the current 
state of the wave energy converters technology, provide significantly lower amount of electrical energy 
compared with other renewable energy resources. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the world energy consumption is, and will be rising in the future in correlation with 
the development of the mankind. Considering the rising amount of CO2 in the air and global warming 
effects, which cannot be overlooked anymore, environmentally friendlier energy resources than 
conventional are needed. Fortunately, technologies for greener energy production are evolving and 
constant development could be noticed. Regarding electrical energy demands, the humanity has to be 
aware that renewables cannot be the ultimate solution for huge energy consumption, but could take a 
major part when storing the energy and inject it in the grid when needed during the peak hours for 
instance. Since sun, wind and wave energy are not always exploitable, conversion and storing of the 
energy has to be provided. Furthermore, converting of the energy to the heat and storing it in large 
reservoirs for later use was proposed and investigated by Danish scientists (Lund, 2016). The results are 
very promising and shall encourage all of the involved to keep investigating and developing the 
technologies. 
Nowadays, ocean is one of the most attractive renewable energy resources. Taking into account that 
more than 70% of the earth is covered by sea water it becomes clear that enormous energy potential is 
kept in the form of waves, tides, currents, temperature gradient and salinity gradient. Wave energy, in 
particular, is spatially more concentrated than either wind or solar energy and more persistent and 
predictable comparing to the wind energy at least. Furthermore, the high load factors and consequently 
higher power generation are besides predictability huge opportunities in comparison to other 
renewables. According to research it has been estimated, that the global wave power resource could 
overcome 1 TW, with a potential energy production of approximately 2000 TWh on annual level. 
However, wave energy is still not commonly known, fully commercially competitive to other renewable 
resources or technically flawless. But where are the main reasons for neglecting this powerful resource 
of energy for years? 
People might think wave energy is the completely new concept of energy generation, while in reality it 
has been discussed for centuries. Until today little importance in terms of financial support has been 
issued to it, which led to neglecting it for years. In fact, early indications were found in China, already 
in the thirteen century, where the waves moved the mills. However, the first patent was not obtained 
until 1799 by Girard in France. Throughout the history a few more important milestones could be found. 
For instance, first application of wave energy for a home supply was made in 1910 in France, while 
Japanese developed the concept of oscillating water column in 1940. The new wave of development that 
rose in Europe was driven by the oil crisis, when Stephen Salter and Kjell Budal pioneered this 
technology, when starting their studies in 1973. The rising price of oil was the trigger for universities 
and researchers to begin with focusing their efforts on alternative technology such as wave energy. Later 
on governments as well as private entities began to invest in R&D projects, but in the 80s, the regress 
in oil prices once again caused a sharp cut in financing of renewables. Nowadays, energy crisis and 
environmental awareness are the key factors for the global rise and promotion of wave energy. 
Currently research in the wave energy area is driven by the need to meet renewable energy targets and 
desired limitation of climate change, but it has to be considered that its technology is yet relatively 
immature compared to other renewable energy resources. There are a lot of different concepts proposed, 
but only a few of the devices up to now have reached the sea or have been connected to the grid. The 
thesis focuses on the presentation of different concepts of wave energy converters and their power take 
off systems with enthusiasm to promote some of them in order to become globally competitive. It is 
expected that wave energy will become a crucial player when technology will be improved and mature 
enough to be reliable, easily installed and commercially viable. It is assumed that the wave energy 
potential is sufficient and commercially interesting only in the areas with severe wave climates. What 
about areas with moderate wave heights like the Gulf of Trieste? The thesis is trying to assess the wave 
energy potential in the country of Slovenia and answer the question.  
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2 OVERVIEW OF WAVE ENERGY CONVERTERS 
2.1 Benefits of wave energy 
Waves offer some significant benefits over other methods of renewable energy generation. One of the 
advantages is the highest energy density among renewable energy sources. In fact, waves used for 
energy generation are generated by winds, which in turn are generated by solar energy, therefore we 
basically speak about the same origin for all of the sources. Furthermore, the typical solar energy density 
of 0.1-0.3 kW/m² is converted to an average power flow intensity of 2-3 kW/m² of a vertical plane 
perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation just below the water surface. (Drew, et al., 2009) 
Another advantage of wave energy is its limited negative environmental impact in use. In addition, 
waves can travel very large distances with very limited losses in energy. For instance, waves generated 
by storms on the western side of the Atlantic Ocean could travel to the western coast of Europe, 
supported by prevailing westerly winds. Another benefit of wave energy is commonly reported 
comparing power generation of respectable 90% of time to barely 30 percent of time for wind turbines 
and solar power devices. 
2.2 Challenges of wave energy converters 
Since designs of wave energy converters vary, it is hard to expect identical challenges for each prototype 
of the wave energy converter (WEC). Researches have, however, identified common wave energy sector 
challenges (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013), technology will have to face with, in order to achieve successful 
commercialization. Numerous technical challenges still need to be overcame in order to increase the 
performance of wave power devices and hence the economic viability for the success on the global 
energy market. 
2.2.1 Predictability 
Incident waves in nature are typically very stochastic, which leads to difficult prediction of their height, 
wave period and direction. Despite mentioned fact, it is well known that we can predict wave 
characteristics based on the wind velocity and direction data. However, wind is far from being the only 
factor influencing the waves. Fetch, bathymetry, water depth and others are factors which make 
predictability of the wave energy output a challenging task. Wave predictability is generally possible 
within a number of days in advance, considering the wind action across the surface of the ocean causing 
forming of waves. The direction of waves near the shore are often led by natural phenomena of 
refraction, diffraction and reflection, while being highly unpredictable and variable in offshore areas. 
Furthermore, it has to be noted that response of the converter in varying wave climates is strongly 
determined by the type of WEC. In order to improve predictability and estimation of energy output, 
from a given climate and for specific WEC device, knowledge at sea-testing and power matrices 
showing power output and device response for several sea conditions will be needed. 
MERMAID report (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) has identified four main activities needed to improve 
predictability of energy output: 
- Resource analysis and weather forecasting improvement 
- Hydrodynamic and primary power conversion modelling improvement 
- Improved understanding of the interactions of numerous WEC devices in the WEC arrays 
- Improved modelling of combined waves and currents 
2.2.2 Manufacturability 
Currently manufacturability is not yet fully concerned, since only few of the prototypes have reached 
the mass production. Many of the devices are on the level of concept and design, but they will be very 
likely materialized in the future. Component suppliers and service providers will become more and more 
important as the key links in the supply chain. Currently there are many WEC designs with ambition to 
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enter the market, but with limited consensus among them. This holds back the supply chain solutions 
for the entire wave energy sector. In addition, different materials are considered as an alternative to steel 
due to its fatigue issues in some of the devices. Surely, additional challenges in terms of standardization, 
manufacturing tolerances and the size of the components will be driven by the new materials. 
2.2.3 Installation 
Quick and easy installation would of course facilitate WEC farms. Technical solutions for installation 
are highly guided by WEC location and location parameters such as water depth, bathymetry and seabed 
characteristics. Furthermore, WEC could be installed either on the shoreline, in shallow water near the 
coast or in deeper offshore waters. The location of WEC has a significant impact on the used type of 
mooring and foundation as presented (Figure 2-1) in MERMAID report (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013). 
 
Slika 2-1: Pritrjevanje in sidranje naprav za izkoriščanje energije morskih valov 
Figure 2-1: Support and mooring structures for WECs (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
Additionally, the need for advanced installation techniques was recently highlighted, since vessels from 
oil and gas industry used now are not optimal for WEC installation. 
Urgent needs for better WEC installation were recognized as: 
- Establishment of fabrication, transport and installation infrastructures 
- Development of cost-effective support structures, moorings, anchorage and connection methods 
- Development of electrical connectors, submarine cabling networks and improved network 
integration 
2.2.4 Survivability 
In general wave energy convertors are capturing the energy by converting the motion of structure or the 
wave itself into power. Wave motion actions result in huge forces that must be handled by the WEC 
structure and mooring as well. While the device is in operation, the forces are constantly varying, where 
the largest are the ones determining survivability during the device’s lifetime. Device design and 
construction is therefore driven by the ability to withstand the extreme, yet infrequent waves. It has been 
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shown that the WECs in medium term have to extract energy from high energy sites to be able to 
compete with other renewable energy sources. Therefore, WECs have to be designed in order to 
withstand expected extreme conditions resulting in over dimensioning of the devices for average 
operating conditions. Inevitable consequence is the high cost increase for the devices. Besides huge 
forces the special attention should be given to corrosion and marine growth. Urgent needs for better 
survivability have been already indicated in the literature: 
- State of the art and efficient statistical tools for prediction of extremes in order to obtain more 
realistic values for fatigue assessment and ultimate loading forces calculation 
- Development of the design methods for cost effective survival 
- Establishing of standardization for testing and operation of the systems 
2.2.5 Reliability 
Designing of the device which can guarantee an efficient operation during long periods in the aggressive 
marine environment is very likely the most pressing challenge of them all. Performance of the device is 
crucially determined by the survivability and reliability of the device over the entire life cycle. Hence, 
device developers are confronted with huge costs of failures which they want to avoid. In addition, 
increased reliability will reduce unplanned maintenance requirements which appear as a difficult and 
costly mission especially for the systems employed far away from shore. Needs for achieving better 
reliability are listed below: 
- Improving in coaling, sealing and monitoring 
- Establishment of component reliability statistical database 
2.2.6 Operability 
Estimation of the operability could not be discovered in any other way than placing the device offshore. 
Demonstration of reliable device operation, proof of performance in real sea conditions and survivability 
under extreme conditions will increase the credibility of the technology in the renewable energy sector. 
Operability could be improved by the better strategies, offshore access, operation and maintenance. 
Furthermore, WECs are often tuned based on the typical climate conditions in order to extract the 
maximum amount of energy over the wide spectrum of wave heights and periods. To reach this goal, 
the designers should achieve optimum resonance with the most common wave height or wave length, 
whilst still achieving reasonable efficient capture from less common waves. 
2.2.7 Energy conversion 
One of the significant challenges of WECs is the conversion of the stochastic, slow, and high-force 
oscillatory movement with frequencies around 0.1 Hz into useful motion. As mentioned before, incident 
waves are very random and their power levels vary accordingly. This variable input has to be 
transformed into smooth electrical output in order to be connected to the grid. Thus, some type of energy 
storage systems together with smart electrical grids or connecting the systems into arrays were suggested 
by the researchers in order to compensate the challenge. 
2.2.8 Affordability 
Affordability is guiding the economics of the project on the long term. An affordable WEC systems 
require cost reduction and innovation to go hand in hand. Consensus amongst WECs could be the factor 
which will decrease the manufacturing costs of numerous device parts. 
2.3 Classification of WECs 
Wave energy converters are classified in several different ways. Criteria used are usually the device 
location related with the direction of the incident waves, water depth, device type or mode of its 
operation. Each class is often divided in subclasses; in most cases according to the power take off system 
or technical solution used. For the purpose of this thesis WECs will be classified regarding their type 
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and modes of operation in the slightly different manner in order to focus on variety of technical 
approaches for primary energy conversion relevant for the sections in the following. Each class will be 
presented with the prototype examples and possible applications of different power take off (PTO) 
systems will be discussed. However, first, the commonly used classification in the literature (Drew, et 
al., 2009) is indicated. 
2.3.1 Location 
Regarding the location there are 3 different device classes used for the description of their variety.  
First type, the so-called shoreline devices are closely connected with shallow water conditions. Lower 
electrical generation and needed mooring systems are one of the shoreline devices issues, while tidal 
range could be the next one. Besides, by nature of their location, there are generally site-specific 
requirements including shoreline geometry in combination with geology, and preservation of coastal 
scenery, therefore design for mass production of devices is not possible. Nevertheless, shoreline devices 
have a great advantage of being in the vicinity of the utility network, they are easier to maintain 
comparing to the devices offshore. Last, but not least advantage is their reduced likelihood of being 
damaged during extreme weather conditions, since the waves have reduced power when travelling in 
the shallow water. 
Next type, the nearshore devices, are placed in the relatively shallow water. The most common definition 
of shallow water suggests that the shallow water is determined with areas where sea water depth to 
wavelength ratio d/L is lower than 1/20 (USACE, 2008). Devices in nearshore locations are often 
anchored to the seabed, providing a suitable stationary base against which an oscillating body can work. 
The main drawback of the nearshore devices is the limited harvesting potential caused by reduced power 
of waves in the shallow water. 
Offshore devices are placed in deep water. There is a little agreement about what constitutes the deep 
water, where the definition by Coastal Eng. Manual is most commonly used (Figure 5-1). The advantage 
of sitting WECs in deep water is greater energy harvesting potential, simply because of the higher energy 
content comparing to waves in shallow water. Nonetheless, offshore devices are more complicated to 
erect, construct and maintain. Besides, their design has to be adapted to survive huge loads in extreme 
conditions, adding a significant value to the costs of construction. However, it is argued that the floating 
devices exposed to more powerful waves offer grater structural economy. That hypothesis is even more 
trustworthy, if it is considered that up to 95 percent of the energy in a wave is located between the water 
surface and one quarter of the wavelength below it (Drew, et al., 2009). 
2.3.2 Type 
Despite the fact that numerous concepts for wave energy conversion have already been introduced; over 
1000 have been patented all over the world, WECs are commonly classified into three predominant 
types listed in the following. 
Attenuators are devices which lie parallel to the predominant wave direction and they are riding the 
waves as a boat. The most typical and well known example of attenuator is the Pelamis (Figure 2-2 
(Drew, et al., 2009)), which will be discussed and illustrated further on. 
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Slika 2-2: Atenuatorski tip naprave  
Figure 2-2: Attenuator type of WEC (Drew, et al., 2009) 
On the other hand, point absorbers possess small dimensions comparing to the dimension of the incident 
wavelength. Their structure could float and heave up and down on the water surface or it can be 
completely submerged under the surface relying on the pressure differential. Point absorbers are small 
in size, therefore the direction of the incident waves is not relevant for their energy harvesting. There 
are numerous examples of this type of devices, many of them installed in the so-called wave energy 
farms (Figure 2-3 (Drew, et al., 2009)). Some of them will be put on the spotlight later on. 
 
Slika 2-3: Skupina točkovnih absorberjev 
Figure 2-3: Point absorbers farm (Drew, et al., 2009) 
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The third predominant type of WECs is the terminator. Very typical for this type of device is that their 
principal axis is parallel to the wave front which means they are faced perpendicular to the predominant 
wave direction. The device intercepts waves which is in contrary to the attenuator type. Example of the 
terminator type is the converter designed by the professor Salter, named Salter’s duck (Figure 2-4). 
 
Slika 2-4: Prototip terminatorja-Salterjeva raca 
Figure 2-4: Terminator device (Salter's Duck) (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016) 
2.3.3 Modes of operation 
Within the type categorization identified above, there is a further level of classification of devices 
determined by their mode of operation. 
Submerged pressure differential devices (Figure 2-5 (Drew, et al., 2009)) are submerged point absorbers 
relying on the pressure difference between wave troughs and wave crests. The absorber is consisting of 
two main parts: air filled cylindrical chamber fixed on the seabed and movable upper cylinder. Passing 
the wave crest over the device causes the water pressure above the cylinder compressing the air within 
the cylinder causing the cylinder to move deeper. In contrary, the upper cylinder rises when the wave 
through is passing the device, since the water pressure is reduced in that time slot. Main advantage of 
the fully submerged devices is their lack of exposure to very dangerous and powerful slamming forces 
which impact on the floating devices. In addition, the visual impact on the environment for submerged 
devices is significantly reduced, while maintaining of the WEC could be inconvenient. Fortunately, 
these devices are usually placed nearshore due to their sea bed mooring system. 
 
Slika 2-5: Potopljeni konverterji energije morskih valov 
Figure 2-5: Submerged pressure differential (Drew, et al., 2009) 
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Oscillating wave surge converter (Figure 2-6 (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017)) is generally comprised of a 
hinged deflector, positioned perpendicular to the wave direction, moving back and forth exploiting the 
horizontal particle velocity of the wave. Typically the deflector is hinged to the sea bed, while its upper 
parts tops out of the water. Prototype of this mode of operation was presented by Aquamarine Power 
Oyster. 
 
Slika 2-6: Konverter sunkov morskih valov 
Figure 2-6: Oscillating wave surge converter (OWSC) (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) 
Third mode of operation, the oscillating water column (Figure 2-7 (Alternative energy tutorials, 2010)) 
is in principle a column of water that follows the wave motion. The water column behaves like a piston 
and is compressing and decompressing the air in the chamber causing the rotation of air turbine placed 
onshore, which generates electricity. 
 
Slika 2-7: Naprava z nihajočim vodnim stolpcem 
Figure 2-7: Oscillating water column device (Alternative energy tutorials, 2010) 
Overtopping devices (Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9) are presenting the last WEC mode of operation 
indicated (Alternative energy tutorials, 2010). For the overtopping device it is typical that it is capturing 
approaching waves in a reservoir above the sea level and then use the potential energy when the water 
is driven through the Kaplan turbines. Usually, large curved reflectors are installed to the device in order 
to gather the waves, flow them up the ramp, and over the top into a reservoir. Typically, a number of 
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low head Kaplan water turbines are installed at the turbine outlet. Famous example of an overtopping 
device is the Wave Dragon device. 
 
Slika 2-8: Prerez preplavljenega konverterja 
Figure 2-8: Cross section of the overtopping device (Alternative energy tutorials, 2010) 
 
 
Slika 2-9: Preplavljeni konverter 
Figure 2-9: Overtopping device scheme (Alternative energy tutorials, 2010) 
2.3.4 Technical principles 
The last classification presented was developed for the purpose of this thesis in order to present main 
technical principles used in WECs better. Therefore, 5 main classes are defined in the following; wave 
activated bodies, oscillating water columns, submerged pressure differential wave energy converters, 
oscillating wave surge converters and overtopping devices. 
2.4 Wave activated bodies (WAB) 
Wave activated bodies are simply defined as bodies, which motions are generated by the passing waves. 
Their classification is based on the WEC ability to intercept and attenuate waves. Therefore, the 
classification considers the WEC position with respect to the dominant direction of the incident wave 
front. Even within this classification it is possible to consider three groups: point absorbers, attenuators 
and terminators. In the literature, another subclass is indicated as well, such as bodies that are directly 
activated by the cyclic oscillation of the waves. 
2.4.1 Point absorbers 
Point absorbers are small in size compared to the wavelength and are therefore able to absorb energy 
from all directions of incident wave action. In principle, a vertically submerged floater absorbs wave 
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energy, which is transferred into electrical energy by either a piston or a linear generator. Some of the 
known point absorbers are FlanSea buoy, Lysekil Project, AquaBuoy and Ocean Grazer. 
2.4.1.1 FlanSea 
One of the examples of point absorber device is the FlanSea wave energy converter launched in 2010. 
The aim of the project financed by the Flemish Agency for Innovation by Science and Technology was 
to develop a WEC for use in moderate wave climates. The FlanSea buoy (Figure 2-10 (Subsea world 
news, 2016)) was deployed in the vicinity of the port of Ostend. The wave energy converter was 
featuring all sorts of different measurement and registration devices meant to provide scientists with 
insights into production capabilities, the loads, the strength and survivability of the system. During the 
research phase the converter was not connected to the electrical distribution grid. 
In this particular buoy the generator was mounted inside the buoy itself, while the other, far end, of the 
cable was fixed into the seabed. The buoy was using the heaving motion caused by the waves to wind 
or unwind the cable on the winch, consequently producing the electrical power.  
Many expertise within the team referring the FlanSea buoy were performed at the Ghent University, 
which was one of the partners for the FlanSea project. Among the others, different power take off 
systems were considered and tested through numerical simulations. 
 
Slika 2-10: Odprema boje FlanSea 
Figure 2-10: FlanSea buoy deployment (Subsea world news, 2016) 
2.4.1.2 Lysekil Project  
The Lysekil Project is a wave power project started at Uppsala University in Sweden. The project was 
started with the idea to develop a simple wave energy system, which would not be too complex and 
would require the lowest possible maintenance. It was requested, that the system will integrate as few 
moving parts and as few energy converting sequences as possible. Hence, a concept with a direct driven 
linear generator and a floating buoy was the most appropriate (Figure 2-11 (Dolguntseva, 2016) and 
Figure 2-12 (Tethys, 2011)). 
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Slika 2-11: Grafični prikaz skupine naprav Lysekil 
Figure 2-11: Lysekil Project wave energy farm illustration (Tethys, 2011) 
The test site location used was about 100 km north of Gothenburg, Sweden, in the vicinity of Lysekil. 
Sea depth at the location 2 km offshore with a surface area of 40 000 km² is around 25 m. Over the area, 
10 buoys are connected to generators and a few additional ones predicted for environmental impact 
studies. During the testing energy period TE of 4 s and significant wave height 𝐻𝑠 lower than 0.5 m 
appeared to be the most frequent sea states at the location. (Lysekil Project wiki, 2016). 
 
Slika 2-12: Naprave Lysekil pred odpremo 
Figure 2-12: Lysekil Project WECs before deploying (Lysekil Project wiki, 2016) 
The Lysekil Project WEC consists of the linear generator placed on the sea bed and the floating buoy 
on the sea surface. When the waves are approaching to the device, the hydrodynamic action forces the 
floating absorber into heaving motion. Movement of the buoy then drives the translator in the generator, 
subsequently inducing electrical current. Employed device generator has a rated power of 10 kW, whilst 
the buoy is 0.8 m high, 4 m in diameter and weights approximately 1 ton. Direct transmission of the 
induced voltage is not possible due to alternating amplitude and frequency of the waves. Thus, marine 
substation is needed, where the voltage from the devices connected into the wave energy farm, is 
rectified before being delivered to the grid. 
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2.4.2 Attenuators 
Attenuators are the type of wave energy converter, floating in parallel to the main wave propagation 
direction. Typical example of the attenuators are for instance the Pelamis and Wave star. 
2.4.2.1 Pelamis 
One of the most famous attenuator devices and wave energy convertors in general, is the Pelamis device 
designed in Edinburgh, Scotland. Pelamis P1 was the first offshore device to generate the electrical 
energy into the grid. The company name has changed to Pelamis Wave Power due to success of their 
most recognizable product and finally finished the story with the defunct in 2014. Intellectual property 
of the company was later transferred under the Scottish government body. The last produced testing 
machine, Pelamis P2-002 is still placed in Orkney, Scotland and it is now owned by the European marine 
energy centre (EMEC). 
 
Slika 2-13: Naprava Pelamis v narisu in tlorisu 
Figure 2-13: Pelamis in side and plan view (Pinterest, 2016) 
Pelamis is the wave energy converter consisting of multiple floating cylinders, which are connected 
together by hinges. Relative motion of the cylinders around the hinges is used and converted into 
electrical energy later on. Improved version of Pelamis P1, the Pelamis P2, was around 180 m long, 4 
m in diameter, weighted 1350 tonnes and could generate power up to 750 kW. The device operates in 
the greater water depths, therefore we consider it as an offshore wave energy converter. 
While operating, the ocean waves are performing work by moving adjacent cylindrical floaters relative 
to each other (Figure 2-14). All of the joints have two degrees of freedom, making it possible to extract 
the energy in both directions (Figure 2-13 (Pinterest, 2016)). 
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Slika 2-14: Glavni deli naprave Pelamis 
Figure 2-14: Pelamis vital parts (Flickr, 2016) 
2.4.2.2 Wave star 
Another example of attenuator, yet a lot different than Pelamis, is the Wavestar wave energy converter 
seen on Figure 2-15 (Marquis, et al., 2012) and manufactured by Wave star Energy from Denmark. 
Wavestar device (Wave star energy, 2016) looks like a multiple point absorber device, but it is often 
classified as an attenuator due to its parallel orientation towards the direction of the incident waves. 
Wave star Energy has developed WECs of increasing size since 2003. The latest 600 kW prototype is 
installed at Hanstholm, Denmark since 2009 and is delivering electricity to the Danish grid. There is a 
lot of consideration about placing another prototype to the existing Horns Rev 2 wind energy farm 
(Marquis, et al., 2012) in order to test if the two of the renewable resource devices could complement 
each other. 
 
Slika 2-15: Grafični prikaz naprave Wave star med obratovanjem 
Figure 2-15: Render image of the Wave star device in operation (Marquis, et al., 2012) 
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The Wave star C6-600 kW device is designed to deliver maximum 600 kW in electrical power to the 
grid and represents a 1:2 scale model of the 3 MW machine. It is said that each time the size of the 
device is doubled the machine output is increased by 11 times. The maximum power of the 600 kW 
machine is achieved at significant wave height of approximately 2.3 m. The WEC is considered to be 
installed at maximum water depth of 20 m including storm surge and is designed for 20 operating years.  
Particular wave energy converter is equipped with 20 hemisphere-shaped floats (Figure 2-16 (Marquis, 
et al., 2012)), each having a diameter of 6 m. Every single individual float is fastened on a 12 m long 
steel arm, which is hinged to the main tube. From the 20 arms altogether, 10 are placed on one and 10 
on the other side of the main tube. When the waves are moving the point absorbers up and down, power 
is transferred by a hydraulic cylinder to the power take off system where power is produced to the 
electrical grid. All technological equipment, such as PTO system and control systems are hidden in dry 
environment inside of the main tube. Therefore, the use of standard equipment is possible, which is less 
expensive and require less maintenance than components used for offshore devices in general. 
 
Slika 2-16: Plavajoče boje polkrožne oblike na napravi Wave star   
Figure 2-16: Hemisphere-shaped floats of the Wave star device (Marquis, et al., 2012) 
Wave star WEC has a very convenient design when taking its survivability and affordability into 
account, since its structure has a mechanism to avoid extreme wave conditions (Figure 2-17 (Marquis, 
et al., 2012)). The main tube of the device is connected to the two jacking sections, one at each end. 
These sections contain the jacking mechanism, which can keep the main tube at energy production level 
when lifting the main structure and floats up to a storm protection level. 
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Slika 2-17: Naprava Wave star ob umiku boj v namen zaščite pred nevihto 
Figure 2-17: Wave star device in storm protection mode (Marquis, et al., 2012) 
The device produces energy in waves with the maximum height of 8 m which corresponds to site specific 
significant wave height of 4 m. When the higher waves are approaching, the state is considered as severe 
condition and the main structure with floats is lifted out of the water. In this case WEC shuts down and 
initiates storm protection mode. On the other hand, WEC is stopped when the sea is too calm and energy 
conversion is not feasible, which corresponds to the significant wave heights under the 0.5 m. 
2.4.3 Terminators 
For the terminators it is typical that they are oriented perpendicular to the wave propagation direction. 
Lately, no breakthrough was made in designing of terminators, while Salter’s duck, one of the most 
famous WEC prototypes is classified as the terminator type. 
2.5 Oscillating water columns (OWC) 
The oscillating water columns consists of a chamber with an opening to the sea below the waterline. As 
the waves are approaching the device, the water is forced into the chamber increasing the air pressure 
inside. Subsequently, the air is released to the atmosphere through a turbine, where typically Wells 
turbine is applied. The principle of the Wells turbine is described in the section 3 among all the state of 
the art PTO systems. Important phase in operation of OWC starts when the water is retreating from the 
chamber, since the air is drawn in through the turbine. From that particular reason application of Wells 
turbine is the most appropriate, since it rotates in the same direction regardless to the direction of the 
airflow. Oscillating water columns are recognized as simple and robust systems with relatively simple 
access to the vital parts of the WEC. Typical examples of OWCs built on the shoreline are Wavegen 
LIMPET, Pico pilot plant and Mutriku, while Oceanlinx greenWAVE, Ocean Energy OEbuoy, OWEL 
Grampus and Mighty whale are presenting the floating OWC concept (Table 2-1) obtained from 
(Dhanak & Xiros, 2016)). 
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Preglednica 2-1: Pomembnejše naprave, ki uporabljajo koncept nihajočega vodnega stolpca 
Table 2-1: Important technologies employing oscillating water columns (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016) 
Technology/plant 
name 
Company Country 
Primary energy 
capture 
PTO system 
Limpet WaveGen 
United 
Kingdom 
OWC onshore Air turbine 
Pico 
OWC Wave 
Energy Centre 
Portugal OWC onshore Air turbine 
WECA system 
Daedalus 
Informatics Ltd. 
Greece OWC nearshore Air turbine 
AWS III 
AWS Ocean 
Energy Ltd. 
United 
Kingdom 
OWC floating Air turbine 
Mutriku WaveGen EVE Spain OWC onshore Air turbine 
Port Kembla Oceanlinx Australia OWC nearshore Air turbine 
OE Buoy Ocean Energy Ltd. Ireland OWC floating Air turbine 
OWEL 
Offshore Wave 
Energy Ltd. 
United 
Kingdom 
OWC floating Air turbine 
 
2.5.1 LIMPET 
Wave power team at Queen’s University Belfast with partners has developed, designed and constructed 
the OWC device named LIMPET, which is an acronym for land installed marine power energy 
transmitter (Whittaker, et al., n.d.). Shoreline power plant with the nominal power output of 500 kW 
was set up on the Isle of Islay off the west coast of Scotland and is in operation since the fall of 2000. 
 
Slika 2-18: Naprava LIMPET 
Figure 2-18: LIMPET device (Learning media MIT, 2016) 
The system consists of 3 chambers made of concrete, with inner dimensions of 6 m by 6 m and slope of 
40˚ to sea water level. The upper subpart of all chambers is interconnected to each other in order that 
entrapped atmospheric air is driven through a single turbine generator set. Typically for OWC device, 
LIMPET uses Wells turbine due to its bidirectional flow operation. Moreover, LIMPET power plant 
indicated on Figure 2-18 (Learning media MIT, 2016) employs two Wells turbines mounted in cascade. 
Turbines with diameter of 2.6 m and nominal power of 250 kW are made out of stainless steel. The 
operation of the LIMPET is monitored in real time by supervisory control and data acquisition system.  
Even though wave energy converters have some impact on the environment, it is recognized that onshore 
WECs are one of the friendliest to the nature. Hence, the main drawback of the OWC system is its visual 
impact on the surrounding areas. 
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Quite a few modifications of the device were suggested by the researchers, even though LIMPET is 
considered as one of the most successful WECs. Since originally proposed design was meant to be 
constructed on the cliff face while the actual device was constructed 17 m back from the cliff resulting 
in significantly altered bathymetry compared to original design, the maximum wave energy reaching 
the plant has reduced to 45% of the original expectations. Furthermore, the power delivered to the grid 
was significantly lower than originally estimated. However, the LIMPET system is constantly 
developing with a support of a strong research team and aims to take its part on the global electrical 
energy production market.   
2.5.2 Oceanlinx  
Australian company named Oceanlinx has built and operated several wave oscillating column devices 
and technologies with different commercial names such as blueWAVE, greenWAVE, airWAVE and 
ogWAVE (Oceanlinx, 2016). Variations of their design are targeting shallow water and deep water 
conditions and are able to produce 500 kW to 3 MW of power. Majority of their tests were made when 
devices were located at Port Kembla Harbour, approximately 100 km south of Sydney, Australia. The 
designs are also capable of water desalination beside electrical energy production, which implies as a 
key feature in many arid areas. 
All of the Oceanlinx WECs are classified as floating oscillating wave columns, even though some of 
them could be incorporated into breakwaters or sea walls as well. Moreover, the patented design air 
turbine airWAVE (Figure 2-21 (Oceanlinx, 2016)) is integrated in both of their most famous devices, 
the greenWAVE (Figure 2-19) and blueWAVE (Figure 2-20). GreenWAVE device is 21 m long, 24 m 
wide, weights around 3000 tonnes and is more applicable in nearshore environment, while blueWAVE 
prototype was intended mainly for deep water. Oceanlinx air turbine patent is based on the Denniss-
Auld air turbine design. In addition, Oceanlinx air turbine consists of only a few moving parts, which is 
together with its placement far from the water line, considered as an important advantage. 
 
Slika 2-19: Naprava greenWAVE 
Figure 2-19: Oceanlinx greenWAVE (Oceanlinx, 2016) 
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Slika 2-20: Naprava blueWAVE 
Figure 2-20: Oceanlinx blueWAVE (Oceanlinx, 2016) 
The air turbine has greatly enhanced efficiency index in comparison with other relevant turbine designs, 
which is, combined with low maintenance costs, the main advantage of the system. Air turbine is, of 
course, bidirectional, which enables full harnessing of the wave energy resource. The devices could be 
installed as individual units or as a multi-unit array, which could be connected to the local power grid 
with undersea power cables.  
 
Slika 2-21: Način obratovanja zračne turbine 
Figure 2-21: Indication of Oceanlinx air turbine in the operating mode (Oceanlinx, 2016) 
2.6 Oscillating wave surge converters (OWSC) 
Oscillating wave surge converters extract energy from wave surges and the movement of water particles 
within them. The hinged deflector oscillates as a pendulum mounted on a pivoted joint in response to 
the movement of water in the waves. Typical examples of oscillating wave surge converters are Oyster 
device, WaveRoller, bioWAVE and Frond. WaveRoller is a completely submerged flap, while 
bioWAVE and Frond are surface-piercing flaps. Beside mentioned devices, concepts of floating 
OWSC’s were developed for deeper water, such as Langlee and Farley Triplate systems. 
2.6.1 Oyster  
Aquamarine Power Ltd. was formed in 2005 in order to develop a wave energy converter. With the 
knowledge obtained from previous experiences with oscillating water columns, the research group at 
Queen’s University Belfast has sought another solution, which would be more structurally efficient. 
After a lot of research, development and analysis, oscillating wave surge converter Oyster 1 was born 
in 2009 and placed in Orkney, UK. 
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Slika 2-22: Naprava Oyster 1 
Figure 2-22: Oyster 1 device (Whittaker & Folley, 2012) 
The main Oyster qualities are high capture factors, high power to weight ratio and very efficient 
structural form. The Oyster module (Figure 2-22 (Whittaker & Folley, 2012) and Figure 2-23 (Water 
waves, 2014)) has a power of 350 kW and was planned to be placed in an array connected to the single 
PTO unit of capacity between 3.5 to 5 MW (Whittaker & Folley, 2012). The device was designed and 
scaled for the nominal water depth of 12 m. One more example of a clever design of the Oyster are the 
three operational modes to avoid damages in the extreme sea conditions. That means, Oyster device has 
an emergency mode in which it is parked on the sea bed and two operating modes. 
 
Slika 2-23: Naprava Oyster s sistemom za odvzem električne energije nameščenim na obali 
Figure 2-23: Oyster device with onshore hydro-electric plant (Whittaker & Folley, 2012) 
The system comprises an 18 m wide buoyant flap with the height of 10 m hinged at its base at the sea 
bed. For the fixation of the system tensioned anchors are used stabilizing the flapper while oscillating. 
Oscillation of the flap subsequently compress and extends two hydraulic pistons. Increased pressure in 
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the pipes is causing the water flow towards onshore facility where the Pelton turbine and a flywheel are 
driven. (Figure 2-24 (Whittaker & Folley, 2012)). 
 
Slika 2-24: Sistem za odvzem električne energije naprave Oyster 1 
Figure 2-24: Oyster 1 onshore power station (Whittaker & Folley, 2012) 
2.7 Submerged pressure differential wave energy converters  
Submerged pressure differential devices or SPD’s (Table 2-2) obtained from Handbook of Ocean 
Engineering (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016)) are in most cases located in the shallow water and anchored to 
the seabed. The motion of the waves is causing the sea level to rise and fall above the device, when the 
wave crest and wave through are passing by respectively, inducing a pressure differential in the device. 
Since the pressure is altered, the fluid is pumped through the system to generate electrical energy.  
The devices are fully submerged, and are therefore not visible on the sea surface, which is recognized 
as an advantage in the tourist appealing locations. Beside the SPDs indicated in the Table 2-2, CETO 
by Carnegie Wave Energy Limited is making a considerable breakthrough in the SPD technology. 
Preglednica 2-2: Naprave, ki uporabljajo koncept sunka morskih valov 
Table 2-2: Technologies employing submerged pressure differentials (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016) 
Technology/plant 
name 
Company Country Primary energy capture PTO system 
AWS I TeamWork Portugal Submerged pressure differential 
Linear 
generator 
CETO I 
PIPO 
Systems SL 
Spain Submerged pressure differential 
Hydro 
turbine 
PYSIS 
Wavebob 
AB 
Ireland 
Submerged pressure 
differential/point absorber 
Mechanical 
 
2.7.1 CETO by Carnegie Wave Energy Limited 
CETO (Carnegie Wave, 2015) is a fully submerged buoy (Figure 2-26) tethered to the seabed mounted 
pump. Submerged buoy has a symmetrical shape enabling an equally well operation irrespective of wave 
propagation direction. The buoyant actuator captures wave energy and drives the seabed mounted pumps 
by pulling on a flexible tether. Flexible tether is needed in order to damp unwanted loads which are 
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applied on the system. Pump at the seabed is used to convert and transport wave energy into useful 
hydraulic energy (see Figure 2-25). Subsequently, the CETO 5 units deliver high pressure fluid ashore 
through pipeline. The high-pressure fluid drives hydroelectric turbines onshore and runs small 
desalination plant to supply fresh water. Mentioned PTO system is generally classified as a seawater 
turbine. However, the general setting and PTO system of the new CETO 6 design is slightly altered. 
 
Slika 2-25: Delovanje naprave CETO 
Figure 2-25: Carnegie wave energy power plant scheme (Carnegie Wave, 2015) 
 
Slika 2-26: Potopljena boja naprave CETO 5 
Figure 2-26: CETO 5 submerged device (Carnegie Wave, 2015) 
The last version of the system - so called CETO 6 design, incorporates some important improvements. 
The diameter of the buoyant actuator has the most significant influence on power output and has been 
increased to approximately 20 m from the 7 m diameter 80 kW unit successfully tested at the Garden 
Island site in 2011 and the 11 m diameter, 240 kW units being tested in 2015 at the same site. This 
translates to a CETO 6 targeted power capacity of 1 MW and is aimed at being demonstrated in a 3 MW 
project starting construction in 2017. CETO 6 will also incorporate the power generation offshore and 
subsea rather than solely onshore as with the current CETO 5 generation being deployed for the Perth 
Wave Energy Project.  Locating the power generation within the buoy removes the need to attach pumps, 
accumulators and other hydraulic components to the seabed, removing the requirement for offshore 
heavy lift vessel capacity. This also reduces offshore installation and maintenance time and cost. 
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2.8 Overtopping devices (OTD) 
Overtopping devices are capturing huge water volumes into reservoir above the sea level as a 
consequence of wave overtopping (Figure 2-27 (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016)). Subsequently, potential 
energy of the water in reservoir is converted to electrical energy, while the sea water is driven through 
turbines and released to the sea. Additional contraptions, like collectors, are usually employed in 
overtopping systems, in order to improve the performance of the device. Some of the examples include 
the Wave Dragon, TAPCHAN, Floating Wave Power Vessel and Seawave Slot-Cone Generator devices. 
 
Slika 2-27: Skica preplavljenega konverterja 
Figure 2-27: Overtopping device scheme (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016) 
2.8.1 Wave Dragon 
Wave Dragon is a slack moored floating wave energy device designed by Danish company Wave 
Dragon Aps. The device is known to be the EU project and is labelled as first ever offshore wave energy 
converter. The first company prototype was developed for trial purposes only (Wave Dragon, 2005). 
The prototype placed in Nissum Bredning was designed and constructed for wave climate at about 0.4 
kW/m, whilst economically viable devices are designed for climates of around 36 or even 48 kW/m. 
Some of the key figures of the Wave Dragon are indicated in the Table 2-3. 
Table 2-3: Different Wave Dragon device configurations (Wave Dragon, 2005) 
Preglednica 2-3: Različne konfiguracije naprave Wave Dragon 
Wave Dragon 0.4 kW/m 24 kW/m 36 kW/m 48 kW/m 
Water depth 6 m > 20 m > 25 m > 30 m 
Weight 237 t 22.000 t 33.000 t 54,000 t 
Reservoir 55 m3 5.000 m3 8.000 m3 14.000 m3 
Number of turbines 7 16 16-20 16-24 
Rated power/unit 20 kW 4 MW 7 MW 11 MW 
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Slika 2-28: Prototip naprave Wave Dragon 
Figure 2-28: Wave Dragon prototype (Wave Dragon, 2005) 
Key features and components of the Wave Dragon overtopping device are the steel or reinforced 
concrete made main body with a doubly curved ramp, two wave reflectors (Figure 2-29 (Energy industry 
challenges, 2011) and Figure 2-28 (Wave Dragon, 2005)), mooring system and the propeller turbines 
with permanent magnet generators. Kaplan turbines integrated in the device have been used in traditional 
hydro power plants for more than 100 years and are characterised as being extremely reliable while 
having low maintenance costs. After the sea water is driven through turbines and released back to the 
sea, the generator converts the rotational turbine movement into electrical energy deployable to the grid. 
 
Slika 2-29: Skica naprave Wave Dragon 
Figure 2-29: Wave Dragon sketch (Energy industry challenges, 2011) 
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3 POWER TAKE-OFF SYSTEMS IN WAVE ENERGY CONVERTERS 
Power Take-Off (PTO) system is defined as the part of the device where the mechanical motion is 
converted to more useful form of energy. Considering WECs or renewable energy converters in general, 
the useful form of energy is frequently regarded as electricity.  
After the conversion the electricity might be fed into the grid, rather than consumed locally for off-shore 
loads supply. Therefore, the PTO is made up of all of the elements needed to convert the captured energy 
of the waves into electrical energy, including the control system for cooling and lubrication of the 
moving parts, to power conversion systems to support the production of electric energy compliant with 
network specifications (Figure 3-1 (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017)). 
 
Slika 3-1: Pregled sistemov za odvzem električne energije 
Figure 3-1: Different ways of wave energy to electricity conversion (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) 
Variety of energy conversion procedures are known among the several WECs which makes the PTO 
classification quite complex. In principle the energy of waves is somehow captured in different ways, 
transferred to a prime mover and finally converted to useful electrical energy by means of the generator. 
In case of OWC and OTD devices the primary power capture stage is activated by a fluid power in 
contrast to WAB, where activation is done by the motion itself.  
Due to variety of energy capturing ways different prime movers are used according to WECs operating 
principle. When choosing the most suitable PTO system it has to be kept in mind that ocean environment 
is known by its stochastic nature. The latter could be the common concern for WEC grid connection 
when trying to reach power smoothing. 
Classification (Grimwade et al., 2012) of the different prime movers is used below, followed by 
description of a single class. 
- Air Turbines 
- Hydraulic Turbines 
- Hydraulic Motors 
- Direct Mechanical Drives 
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3.1 Air turbines 
Air turbines are converting pressurized air or better say its energy into mechanical torque, which drives 
the electrical generator. To date, air turbines have been used almost exclusively in OWCs, either on-
shore or floating. There are currently three different types of self-rectifying air turbines: Wells turbine, 
Impulse turbine and Dennis-Auld turbine. On top of self- rectifying turbines, a few more different air 
turbine designs have been examined over the last 30 years, the most important of which are indicated in 
the following (Grimwade et al., 2012). 
Wells turbines: 
- Wells turbine with guide vanes 
- Turbine with self-pitch-controlled blades 
- Biplane Wells turbine with guide vanes 
- Counter-rotating Wells turbine 
Dennis-Auld turbines 
Impulse turbines: 
- Impulse turbine with self-pitch-controlled guide vanes 
- Impulse turbine with active-pitch-controlled guide vanes 
- Impulse turbine with fixed guide vanes 
- McCormick counter-rotating turbine 
 
Radial turbines: 
- Radial turbine with fixed guide vanes 
- Radial turbine with active-pitch-controlled guide vanes 
 
Cross-flow and Savonius turbines 
3.1.1 Wells turbines 
The device was developed by prof. Alan Arthur Wells of Queen's University Belfast. Wells turbine is 
axial-flow turbine, and is therefore not sensitive to the direction of the air flow, which makes the turbine 
ideally suited for OWC applications providing active phases both in the upward and downward 
movement of the water column. Application of this particular shape is needed to assure the turbine 
rotation in both air current directions as could be seen on Figure 3-2 (Takao & Setoguchi, 2012). 
 
Slika 3-2: Wellsova turbina 
Figure 3-2: Wells turbine (Takao & Setoguchi, 2012) 
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Wells turbine is the most common type of air turbines due to the number of qualities such as relatively 
high speed rotation with low air flow velocity and good peak efficiency reaching approximately 70-80% 
for a full sized turbine. Additionally, the construction of the Wells turbine is considered as simple and 
cheap. 
On the other hand, several drawbacks of the Wells turbine have to be considered. Besides relatively big 
diameter for its power and high level of aerodynamic noise produced, the turbine suffers from low torque 
at lower flow rates and drop in power output due to aerodynamic losses at flow rates exceeding the stall-
free critical value. 
Wells turbine efficiency reach values of around 60% (Grimwade et al., 2012) with peak of 70-80% for 
a full sized turbine in near-shore condition. The expected behaviour in real operating conditions, where 
the pressure head continuously varies from positive to negative values, is better to approximate by the 
averaged values. Generally its efficiency is lower than the efficiency of a turbine with constant air stream 
direction and asymmetric airfoil, mainly because symmetric airfoils have a higher drag coefficient than 
asymmetric ones, even under optimal conditions. Increase of drag coefficient is of course leading to 
higher drag force.   
A way to obtain a wider efficiency curve, following the experience of Kaplan water turbines, is to control 
the setting angle of the rotor blades, even if an increase in complexity and therefore cost has to be 
expected.  Figure 3-3  a), b), c) and d) shows a bi-plane Wells turbine, a counter-rotating Wells turbine, 
a turbine with self-pitched controlled blades and Wells turbine with guide vanes respectively (Takao & 
Setoguchi, 2012).  
 
 
Slika 3-3: Različne konfiguracije Wellsove turbine 
Figure 3-3: a) Bi-plane Wells turbine, b) Counter-rotating Wells turbine, c) Wells turbine with self-pitched 
controlled blades and d) Wells turbine with guide vanes (Takao & Setoguchi, 2012) 
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Despite the relatively low efficiency, the simple design and the possibility to operate at high rotational 
speeds allowing the utilization of a high speed generator which is cheaper than the slow one, Wells 
turbine appears as a considerably economical and reliable solution. 
3.1.2 Dennis-Auld air turbine 
Dennis-Auld turbine a self-rectifying turbine specifically designed for the OWCs. Its design is similar 
to a variable pitch Wells turbine. The main difference between Dennis-Auld and Wells turbine is in the 
pitching blades geometry. 
In Figure 3-4 (Finnigan & Auld, 2003) the different blade positions of over one wave cycle are presented. 
It can be noticed that the Dennis-Auld turbine blades are pitched in such a way that when the flow 
switches direction, the blades are required to rapidly flip across a large angle to accept the opposite flow. 
According to the research (Finnigan & Auld, 2003) applying such a blade pitch sequence guarantees the 
highest turbine efficiency over a wide spectrum of bi-directional airflows. Furthermore, the turbine 
appeared to have extremely good self-starting characteristics. 
 
Slika 3-4: Pozicije lopatice rotorja preko enega valovnega cikla 
Figure 3-4: Blade positions over one wave cycle (Finnigan & Auld, 2003) 
 
Slika 3-5: Dennis-Auldova turbina 
Figure 3-5: Full-scale Dennis-Auld turbine (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
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3.1.3 Impulse turbines 
Impulse turbine was invented in 1975 by I.A. Babinstenand as an alternative to the Wells turbine. In 
contrary to the Wells turbines which is using axial forces predominantly, the impulse turbines extract 
the kinetic energy of the airflow in the tangential direction of rotor as well. In order to assure impulse 
turbine self-rectifying behaviour, two rows of guide vanes are placed symmetrically on both sides of the 
rotor.  
As mentioned before, four main types of impulse turbines have been researched and developed in the 
past. Since none of them are frequently used in wave energy converters further description will not be 
included in this thesis.  
3.1.4 Radial turbines 
Another type of self-rectifying air turbines are radial turbines, which are fundamentally a radial version 
of impulse turbines. A radial-flow turbine has a pair of guide vane rows on each radial side of the rotor 
and the flow is both centripetal and centrifugal according to the typical reversing flow of an OWC, as 
depicted in Figure 3-6 (Takao & Setoguchi, 2012). 
In order to improve the efficiency of a PTO system a version with active-controlled guide vanes has 
been proposed by researchers back in 2005. Another innovative impulse turbine, named HydroAir, was 
proposed and patented by Dresser-Sand. It uses a principle of various radial turbine (VRT) which aims 
at reducing the aerodynamic loss by radially and axially offsetting the guide vanes with respect to the 
rotor blades. Hence, the kinetic energy at the entrance to the second guide vane row is reduced. This led 
to a bulky machine with peak efficiency claimed to reach 70%. However, due to HydroAir mechanical 
complexity, the turbine has not been favoured by OWC developers. 
 
Slika 3-6: Radialna turbina 
Figure 3-6: Radial turbine (Takao & Setoguchi, 2012) 
3.1.5 Cross-flow and Savonius turbines 
Several version of cross flow and Savonius turbines have been proposed and tests under steady flow 
conditions have been conducted in the past. In general cross-flow and Savonius turbines appeared to be 
inferior to Wells type turbines in the starting and running characteristics. From that particular reason 
they are not covered in-depth through this thesis. 
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3.2 Hydraulic turbines 
In contrary to the WEC in general, is the hydraulic turbines technology implemented in the systems 
itself identified as mature and reliable. Most commonly known uses of the hydraulic types of turbines 
are the hydro-power generation plants which have already been operated for decades (Hočevar & Dular, 
2015). Furthermore, the technology and the know-how is present in Slovenia as well, which could lead 
to potential integration into WEC systems if considered feasible in the area. 
Since achieving high efficiency rates is less of an issue for hydraulic turbines, the entire system of energy 
extraction from the wave and delivering it to the turbine of the WEC, has to be discussed. Therefore, the 
division of turbines based on their principle way of operating is often used, classifying turbines whether 
as hydro impulse turbines, or hydro reaction turbines (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013). For the reaction turbine 
it is typical that its rotating element, often referred as runner is fully immersed in water and enclosed 
within a pressure casing. On the other hand, impulse turbine runner is not immersed and is driven by the 
water jets causing its operation in air. In order to transform the low water velocities into a high speed 
jet, nozzles are used for the impulse turbines. Deflection of the high speed jet from the curved runner 
blades is causing high water momentum changes, reflecting in maximising the force on the blades. The 
impulse turbine can recover only the kinetic energy of the water flow, whilst the reaction turbines use 
both kinetic and pressure energy. The most typically used type of impulse turbine to date is Pelton 
design, whilst reaction turbines in WECs are most commonly presented by Francis and Kaplan turbines. 
All of the above listed turbines are depicted in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Impulse turbines 
A runner of an impulse turbine is driven by high velocity jets of water directed into several curved blades 
mounted around a wheel. The resulting change in momentum is transferred to the turbine, which causes 
turbine spinning as depicted in Figure 3-7 (Alternative energy tutorials, 2010). 
 
Slika 3-7: Prikaz delovanja akcijske turbine 
Figure 3-7: Working principle of impulse turbine (Alternative energy tutorials, 2010) 
Pelton and Turgo are suitable to medium-high head range, while cross-flows cover medium-low head 
application. All of the three most known impulse turbine variants are presented in the Figure 3-8 (Bangor 
University, 2015). Impulse turbines have no flow technical limits, with exception of very low efficiency. 
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Slika 3-8: Različice akcijskih turbin 
Figure 3-8: Different configurations of impulse turbines (Bangor University, 2015) 
3.2.1.1 Pelton turbine 
A Pelton wheel is the most common type of impulse turbine while recognized as one of the most efficient 
types of water turbine that has ever been designed. Blades fastened around the runner are designed in a 
way that water leaves the Pelton wheel at very low velocity, extracting almost all of the water energy 
resulting in high efficient turbine performance. The turbine is installed in horizontal axis configuration 
in case of 1, 2 or 3 jets in contrary to 4, 5 and 6 jets, where turbine rotates around vertical axis as seen 
on Figure 3-9 (Drtina & Sallaberger, 1999).  Due to the relatively high rotational speed, this turbine is 
always directly coupled to the generator. 
 
Slika 3-9: Prerez Peltonove turbine 
Figure 3-9: Cross section through a vertical axis of a Pelton turbine (Drtina & Sallaberger, 1999) 
The symmetrical configuration of the runner does not transfer any significant axis thrust to the shaft so, 
in horizontal configuration, there is no need for a thrust bearing. The Pelton turbine has an efficiency 
curve vs. power output depending on the number of the jets with maximum efficiency achievable at 
about 92% in large power turbines.  
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Slika 3-10: Rotor Peltonove turbine z značilnimi lopaticami 
Figure 3-10: Pelton wheel with its characteristic cups (Bright hub engineering, 2012) 
Pelton turbines (Figure 3-10 (Bright hub engineering, 2012)) are not suitable for OTDs, as they appear 
as efficient in high head and low flow applications. 
3.2.1.2 Cross-flow turbine 
In a cross-flow turbine the water passes across the runner blades. The water is then driven to the inside 
of the runner leaving it on the opposite side. Technically speaking, the same water jet passes the runner 
twice resulting in enhanced performance of the turbine. However, the total cross-flow turbine efficiency 
is still relatively low comparing to its counterparts, reaching around 85%. In general, cross-flow turbines 
are operating at low speeds and are well suited for locations with high flow but low head. In most of its 
applications (h < 50m) the turbine is coupled to generator by means of a gearbox.  
3.2.1.3 Turgo turbine 
The Turgo turbine is recognized by its asymmetrical runner, depicted in Figure 3-8.  The water jet 
impacts the wheel, with an angle of 20° with respect to the rotational plane of the runner. Besides 
asymmetrical runner, the main physical difference with Pelton turbine is that the water jet strikes one 
side of the rotor and exits from the opposite side. Due to multiple impact of the jet to the runner's blades, 
the runner diameter is lower than an equivalent multi-jet Pelton; hence, rotational speed is higher and 
generators with lower number of poles may be used, reducing its cost and weight. As a consequence of 
the asymmetric runner an axis thrust occurs.   
Nozzle configuration can be single (Figure 3-11 (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013)) or multiple, increasing the 
specific speed with the square root of jets number.  The net head is in the range 50-250 m with the 
maximum efficiency around 85%.  
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Slika 3-11: Prikaz delovanja Turgove turbine 
Figure 3-11: Water jet impinging on a Turgo turbine rotor (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
3.2.2 Reaction turbines 
Differing from impulse, reaction turbines are powered partially by the hydraulic pressure energy and 
partially by the kinetic energy. Moving water in the turbine reacts with the vanes mounted on the rotor, 
causing their motion and in turn rotating the runner. Reaction turbines as Francis or Kaplan (see Figure 
3-12 (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013)) are normally employed with medium head and, in case of Kaplan, low 
head and large discharge flow. 
In contrary to impulse turbine, the reaction turbine runner operates in pressurized conditions. This kind 
of turbine has safe operation limits due to onset of vibration and cavitation.  
 
Slika 3-12: Francisova turbina (levo) ter Kaplanova turbina (desno) 
Figure 3-12: Francis turbine (left) and Kaplan turbine (right) (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
3.2.2.1 Kaplan turbine 
The rotor of the Kaplan turbine can be easily recognized due to its characteristic visual appearance 
similar to propeller shape (Figure 3-13 (Grimwade et al., 2012)). The blades mounted on runner are 
adjustable and the turbine is placed within a tube as presented on the Figure 3-12. Water flow on the 
Kaplan turbine tube inlet is controlled by the guide vanes (Figure 3-13). Since flow direction does not 
change as the water crosses the rotor and the fluid itself changes pressure during the movement through 
is the power generated from the kinetic energy stored in the flowing water as well as the hydrostatic 
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head. Due to its operation principle the Kaplan turbine is normally classified as an inward flow reaction 
turbine.  
 
Slika 3-13: Prikaz delovanja Kaplanove turbine 
Figure 3-13: Kaplan turbine layout (Grimwade et al., 2012) 
Kaplan turbine efficiency levels could excess 90%, but they might be lower in very low head 
applications (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013). Regarding the wave energy converters, the level of head is highly 
dependent upon the energy capture system employed, and therefore appropriate scaling of the Kaplan 
turbine would need to be undertaken in order to provide as wide operating range as possible. 
Known applications of Kaplan turbines are mainly suited to overtopping devices presented in Figure 
3-14 (Open EI, 2009). The wave energy in OTDs is captured by using wave reflectors to drive sea water 
towards the ramp and into the reservoir at the higher level than the ocean. The seawater is temporarily 
stored in the reservoir and released through the Kaplan turbine when the reservoir is full. Amount of 
water in the reservoir is decent, while the developed head of water pressure is rather low. The entire 
overtopping device generates the electrical energy relying on the Kaplan turbine power take-off system. 
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Slika 3-14: Preplavljeni konverter s Kaplanovo turbino 
Figure 3-14: Wave overtopping device with Kaplan turbine application (Open EI, 2009) 
3.2.2.2 Francis turbine 
The Francis turbine is the most frequently employed and powerful type in hydropower applications (see 
Figure 3-15 (BFL hydro, 2011)). 
 
Slika 3-15: Francisova turbina 
Figure 3-15: Francis turbine layout (BFL hydro, 2011) 
The flow in the runner is radial centripetal, where the power control is obtained by guide vanes. The 
complexly designed blades are directing the water towards runner centre where the water outlet is 
formed in the axial direction. In doing so, the water imparts most of the water pressure energy to the 
runner before leaving the turbine through a draft tube. Comparing to Kaplan design, Francis turbine 
does not consist of adjustable runner blades which results in reduced efficiency when the water flow 
drops. However, important advantage of Francis over Kaplan is that the latter has to be mounted 
vertically, while first could be mounted either horizontally or vertically to be fitted into process.  
This Francis turbine has the highest efficiency, up to 95% in the largest size. Technical limits of 
operation can occur below to 40% of rated flow. These turbines are suited for high head applications 
and widely used in hydropower plants, but they are not usually used in WECs.  
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3.3 Hydraulic circuits 
Hydraulics are frequently used in WEC devices due to their flexibility and convenient way of converting 
wave energy into mechanical motion and henceforth into electrical power. Usual hydraulic systems are 
converting rotatory motion from the machine into translation of the actuator while hydraulic systems in 
WECs are operating in the opposite direction. 
As a PTO system in wave energy converters hydraulic circuits have many advantages. Beside fast 
response and maintaining precise velocity under variable loads, the speed, torque and power control are 
the greatest opportunities for the hydraulic systems. Moreover, high-pressure oil systems are particularly 
suitable for the energy conversion from huge loads applied on slowly heaving bodies. In this case, the 
oil is circulated in a closed circuit between a hydraulic cylinder and a hydraulic motor connected to a 
generator to produce electric energy.  The circuit is commonly equipped with oil or gas accumulators to 
damp load peaks and to provide a smooth operation of the generator.  Due to use of accumulators, the 
energy can be stored over a few wave periods and be converted into electricity further on (Henderson, 
2006). 
Figure 3-16 (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) illustrates a schematic representation of the hydraulic PTO. Along 
the circuit, two types of pressure accumulators, a motor and hydraulic cylinder are connected to the 
generator as depicted. A series of check valves is installed in order to provide a mono-directional flow 
independently from the upwards or downwards movement of the cylinder following the motion of the 
floating buoy and hence the waves. In general, check valves are actively controlled to provide a variable 
reaction torque. In addition, the control is provided by the hydraulic motor that should be able to operate 
at variable capacity, for instance variable flow rate, but almost constant rotational speed. The variable 
capacity of the hydraulic motor makes it worth to use a constant speed (standard generator in the range 
of 1000 to 3000 rpm), avoiding the need of interposing power electronics between generator and the 
grid to ensure the production of electric energy compliant with the grid codes. 
 
Slika 3-16: Shema hidravličnega sistema za odvzem električne energije 
Figure 3-16: Presentation of the hydraulic PTO system (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
The most common hydraulic motor is the axial-piston machine with bent axis and variable-displacement 
(see Figure 3-17 (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013)). More attention to different types of hydraulic motors is 
given in the following subsections. 
As already stated, oil or gas (typically nitrogen) accumulators provide a key role to smoothen the 
operation of the whole system (Salter, et al., 2002). Figure 3-17 provides a simplified reference scheme 
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to understand the principles of operation of the system. Several possible layouts including different 
bypasses, accumulators and control strategies are still under study.  
 
Slika 3-17: Hidravlična črpalka s cilindri nameščenimi pod kotom 
Figure 3-17: Hydraulic motor of axial-piston bent-axis type (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
The constant pressure PTO represents the most attractive solution as widely described in (Costello, et 
al., 2011), where a comparison between constant and variable pressure hydraulic PTOs for wave energy 
applications has been assessed. All the main results are shown in Table 3-1 (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013). 
Preglednica 3-1: Primerjava izkoristkov različnih hidravličnih sistemov 
Table 3-1: Comparison of hydraulic PTO efficiencies (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
System Variable Pressure PTO Constant Pressure PTO 
Motor Type 
Axial 
Piston 
Digital 
Displacement TM 
Axial 
Piston 
Digital 
Displacement TM 
Highest absorbed Power 100% 100% 96% 96% 
Highest Shaft Power 65% 78% 69% 88% 
PTO efficiency 65% 81% 74% 91% 
 
Significant increases in efficiency are achieved in case a digital control is applied to the system. 
Comparable efficiencies have been calculated by Henderson (Henderson, 2006), estimating losses in the 
primary transmission system of about 20%, averaged on wide operating conditions. 
Advantages and disadvantages of hydraulic PTO systems are given in Table 3-2 (Kortenhaus, et al., 
2013). 
Preglednica 3-2: Prednosti in slabosti hidravličnih sistemov za odvzem električne energije 
Table 3-2: Advantages and disadvantages of hydraulic PTO systems (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Directly suitable for certain movements Amount of hardware required (maintenance) 
Energy storage (accumulator) Pressure losses 
Flexibility 
 Water turbine in seawater is used 
 Single accumulator and generator for 
multiple devices (more efficiency and 
less maintenance) 
Possibility of using an onshore facility (easier 
maintenance and monitoring) 
Environmental impacts 
 Detrimental fluids 
 Risk of leaks 
 
3.3.1 Hydraulic motors 
Hydraulic motors are suitable for the devices where variable displacement are needed to be in sync with 
the available power. The output or the motor is the high speed movement needed to drive the electrical 
generator, which is generating the electrical energy. Moreover, multiple hydraulic motors could be 
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included into sealed hydraulic system together with a set of electrical generators in order to be adopted 
according to provided wave power, or even more importantly, electricity demand (Grimwade et al., 
2012). 
Hydraulic motors are considered as simple and therefore highly reliable components of the hydraulic 
systems. However, the entire hydraulic circuit system together with accumulators and generators could 
be quite complex and harder to maintain. Among benefits it has to be noted that hydraulic motors 
perform at relatively high power to weight ratios and are able to withstand stall torque easily. On the 
drawback side the most known issues are seal failures, loud noise and excessive leakage. 
Generally classification in three main types of hydraulic motors is used. These are piston, vane, and gear 
motors, which are respectively depicted in the following. 
 
Slika 3-18: Skica osne batne črpalke 
Figure 3-18: Axial piston motor layout (Grimwade et al., 2012) 
 
Slika 3-19: Rotacijska črpalka 
Figure 3-19: Schematic representation of the vane motor (Grimwade et al., 2012) 
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Slika 3-20: Skica hidravlične zobniške črpalke 
Figure 3-20: Schematic representation of the gear motor (Hydraulics & pneumatics, 2016) 
3.3.1.1 Hydraulic motor efficiencies 
Two kinds of efficiencies have to be considered in hydraulic motors; volumetric and mechanical 
efficiency. Volumetric efficiency is defined the amount of leakage within the pump and involves 
considerations such as manufacturing tolerances and flexing of the pump casing. Typical values of 
volumetric efficiencies in different hydraulic motor types are presented in Table 3-3 (Alshareef, 2013).  
Preglednica 3-3: Volumetrični izkoristki hidravličnih črpalk 
Table 3-3: Typical volumetric efficiencies for hydraulic motors (Alshareef, 2013) 
Type of hydraulic motor Volumetric efficiency [%] 
Gear motor 80-90 
Vane motor 82-92 
Piston motor 90-98 
 
On the other hand, mechanical efficiency indicates the amount of energy lost by friction in bearing and 
other moving parts and energy losses due to fluid turbulence. 
Overall efficiencies of the hydraulic pumps were investigated in the past leading to the representative 
values indicated in Table 3-4 (Alshareef, 2013). 
Preglednica 3-4: Skupni izkoristki hidravličnih črpalk 
Table 3-4: Overall efficiencies for different types of hydraulic pumps (Alshareef, 2013) 
Pump type Pressure 
rating [bar] 
Speed [rpm] Overall Efficiency 
[%] 
Flow [lpm] 
External gear pump 130-200 1200-1500 80-90 5-550 
Internal gear pump 35-135 1200-2500 70-85 5-750 
Vane pump 70-135 1200-1800 80-95 5-300 
Axial pump 135-800 1200-3000 90-98 5-750 
Radial piston pump 200-800 1200-1800 85-95 5-750 
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3.3.2 Accumulators 
The main reason for installing an accumulator as a part of the hydraulic systems is its ability to smooth 
out the fluctuations and to temporary store energy. A so-called gas-loaded bladder type accumulator has 
proven as the most efficient for the wave energy hydraulic systems application. (Figure 3-21 (Hydraulics 
& pneumatics, 2016)). Its purpose is to flatten out the pulsations of the wave energy captured by the 
hydraulic pumps. Appropriate and effective scaling of the accumulator could significantly decrease the 
need of regulating the operating pressure by other components and assure relatively steady fluid flow 
through the hydraulic system. The accumulators are one of the crucial components in the hydraulic 
systems, especially for the devices with wave activated bodies such as point absorbers and attenuators 
where stochastic nature of the waves is the most enhanced. 
 
Slika 3-21: Membranski in batni hidravlični akumulator 
Figure 3-21: Bladder and piston type of hydraulic accumulator (Hydraulics & pneumatics, 2016) 
3.4 Direct drive systems 
Direct drive systems in wave energy systems got their name due to directly coupled electrical generator 
to the buoy or any other oscillator. The systems have no mechanical interface between the WEC device 
and the generator henceforth being simple, reliable and requiring fewer moving parts in comparison to 
PTO counterparts. However, despite allowing to reach a higher efficiency combined with low 
maintenance, direct drive systems are confronted with couple of new issues such as varying voltage 
output both in frequency and amplitude.  Known issues are connected with very high torque and low 
power factor as well. In addition, direct drive machines have to face with size and weight issues since 
the speed of the generator equals low speed of the prime mover, and power generation requires to react 
large forces directly acting on the generator itself.  Normally, the direct drive systems are controlled by 
a power electronics interface in order to provide the advanced control strategy and the maximum wave 
power extraction. 
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As far as wind and tidal energy are concerned, rotary generators are by far the most used. When it comes 
to the exploitation of the alternative motion of waves, linear generators seem to be the most reasonable 
solution so far. 
 
Slika 3-22: Linearni električni generator s trajnimi magneti 
Figure 3-22: Linear electrical generator with a permanent magnet (Drew, et al., 2009) 
 
Slika 3-23: Skica generatorja s trajnimi magneti 
Figure 3-23: Detailed scheme of permanent magnet generator (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
Several types of linear generators (Figure 3-22 (Drew, et al., 2009) and Figure 3-23 (Kortenhaus, et al., 
2013) ) have been used for marine applications such as induction, switched reluctance linear machines, 
synchronous with electrical excitation and permanent magnet linear machines. The latter were 
highlighted as the most suitable machine for application in wave energy converters (Drew, et al., 2009) 
due to their effectiveness at low speeds and high torque applications.  
Linear generator consists of heaving buoy directly coupled to the translator and the stator containing 
windings. The translator is moving in phase with the buoy, while the stator is a part of a more or less 
stationary structure. The principle of energy conversion is the same as in conventional rotary generators 
which means that the change of magnetic motion caused by translator movement induces the voltage in 
the stator. Consequently, electrical currents flow in the stator to oppose to forces or torques applied by 
the moving component.  
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The power output profile of a linear generator is not directly applicable to grid connection, therefore a 
conversion stage to obtain appropriate signal is needed. Figure 3-24: Typical EMF plot (Drew, et al., 
2009) presents typical Electro Motive Force (EMF) plot from a variable reluctance permanent magnet 
machine with variable amplitude and frequency of the signal and indicates why the conversion stage is 
unavoidable. The conversion to a sinusoidal fixed voltage at the correct frequency is obtained by the use 
of the power electronics and normally demands rectification stage. This stage could be either passive 
(for instance simple diode bridge) or active which enables enhancing of active power in case of power 
factor not equal to 1. 
 
Slika 3-24: Oblika elektromagnetnega signala, ki ga oddaja linearni generator 
Figure 3-24: Typical EMF plot from a linear generator (Drew, et al., 2009) 
Research (Salter, 2010) highlighted the importance of further research (bearing arrangements, sealing 
arrangements, corrosion, electrical generator topology, associated power, etc.) into the direct-drive 
WECs to determine optimized designs for each of the WEC concepts.  Rotary generators or direct drive 
linear generators are expected to make a breakthrough towards economically feasible generations of 
wave energy converters (SI OCEAN, 2012). 
With research confirmed advantages of direct drive PTO systems are direct conversion of device 
movement, simplicity of the system and low amount of moving parts which lead to reduced need for 
maintenance and increases survivability. The considerable drawbacks on the other hand are lack of 
energy storage and unfiltered power input. 
3.4.1 Electro Active Polymers 
Traditional WEC technology includes components that are rigid such as wave-interacting hulls, 
mechanical or hydraulic transmissions and electromagnetic generators. Furthermore, the components 
are typically made of stiff, heavy, corrosion-sensitive and costly metallic and  even rare-earth materials, 
as well as costly and bulky power conditioning systems (such as step-up transformers and frequency 
changers or rectifiers).  This severely limits the cost-effectiveness of the energy that could be produced 
by ocean waves. Improvement for listed disadvantages could be found by applying Electro Active 
Polymers.  
Electro Active Polymers (EAPs) are polymers that possess the characteristic of changing in size or shape 
when stimulated by an electric field. They are often referred to as Electroactive Elastomers and are 
highly deformable rubber-like solid polymers which are either dielectric or conductive. One example of 
their application is the sequential stacking of multiple conductive and dielectric EAP layers which yields 
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the simplest form of EAP transducer, that is a deformable capacitor capable of converting mechanical 
energy into electricity and vice-versa (Pelrine, et al., 2001). 
EAP transducers were recently investigated as an enabling technology for next generation WECs.  In 
their most ambitious embodiment, EAP-based WECs integrate all the required components into a single 
soft, lightweight, resilient, corrosion-resistant and economic elastomeric electro-active body, which 
undergoes deformations under the action of sea waves thereby converting the kinetic and potential 
energy of water into electricity.   
EAP based WECs are currently under scientific investigation in several research centres all over the 
world. For example, Stanford Research Institute made a break through with the development of a first 
prototype of a simple point-absorber system (Chiba, et al., 2008). Furthermore, PERCRO laboratory of 
Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna is coordinating an EU-Project called PolyWEC while two important 
European companies, Bosch and Single Buoy Mooring, have recently started research initiatives to 
develop first full scale prototypes of EAP-based WECs (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013).  
Report (Vertechy, et al., 2013) evaluated the use of Dielectric Elastomer (DE) transducers as PTO 
system in OWCs in three different layouts presented in Figure 3-25 (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013). 
 
Slika 3-25: Potencialne implementacije Poly-WEC sistema 
Figure 3-25: Possible implementations of Poly-OWC (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
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4 APPLICATION OF POWER TAKE-OFF SYSTEMS IN WECS 
There were many variations of different wave energy converting devices presented in the past, each with 
a slightly altered power take off system. However, all of the devices are using one of the power take off 
systems described in section 3. Further on, more detailed description of the PTO systems in previously 
indicated devices (section 2) will be provided. 
4.1 Air turbine systems 
4.1.1 Wells turbine - LIMPET 
LIMPET wave energy converter might be one of the most recognized concepts of the wave oscillating 
column devices. As the majority of the WOCs it is using a Wells air turbine for the purpose of primary 
energy conversion. The device PTO system consists of two 250 kW Wells turbines directly coupled to 
the induction generator, providing the common nominal power output of 500 kW. Induction generators 
allow variable speed operation between 700 and 1500 rpm, demand minimal maintenance while being 
relatively reliable. When the device is connected to the grid, the constant speed and frequency are 
required, therefore rectification and then inversion of the signal is needed. This is where the so-called 
variable frequency drive takes its part. 
Real time monitoring is an important part of processes performed at the LIMPET devices as well. For 
that purpose a supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA) is used. Monitoring data 
collected with the SCADA system is applied for the further research and for real time plant operation 
and control. 
Surprisingly, it has been observed, that the plant performance is significantly lower than originally 
estimated. Beside the fact that the water columns are reaching lower oscillation amplitudes than 
expected due to changes in the device placement and bathymetry, two additional reasons took a part. 
The first one is lower performance than predicted of counter rotating Wells turbine, while overestimated 
efficiency of the mechanical power train is the second. Furthermore, according to the calculations based 
on the operational data average turbine efficiency is only around 34%. Other variant of the Wells turbine, 
a so called biplane turbine, was tested in the latter stages of the research project and returned 
approximately 50% aerodynamic conversion efficiency, when optimised for the 75 kW power plant. 
From that particular reason, other types than counter Wells turbine should be considered on the grounds 
of performance and costs (Whittaker, et al., n.d.). 
There is still a lot of room for general improvement and the development of the LIMPET power plant. 
The following steps in the research will be most likely focused on altering the turbine configuration, 
optimizing control strategies or even changing the type of air turbine used. However, the concept is 
constantly developing and is expected to be presented as viable and effective solution in the future. 
4.1.2 Denniss-Auld turbine - Oceanlinx 
Australian company Oceanlinx has developed a slightly different power take off approach for their 
oscillating wave column devices, than it was used for the LIMPET concept. A lot of attention was given 
to the air turbine technology and after some research the airWAVE turbine (Figure 4-1 (Oceanlinx, 
2016)) was born. The air turbine technology is profoundly a product of original Denniss-Auld turbine 
upgrade.  Through the evolution the airWAVE turbine has been placed well above the water line, it has 
reached significantly lower number of moving parts through the research and development and is now 
completely without the ones under the water. The evolved turbine could reach higher efficiency rates 
than conventional air turbines and is therefore one of the crucial factors to improve the general 
performance of the Oceanlinx devices. 
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Slika 4-1: Turbina airWAVE 
Figure 4-1: AirWAVE turbine (Oceanlinx, 2016) 
It has already been discovered that oscillating motion of the waves could not be completely harnessed 
with the unidirectional air turbines, therefore a design with generally high efficiency which overcomes 
issues of single direction turbines had to be evolved. Apparently, airWAVE technology has successfully 
run-over the challenges provided with utilising air pressure in different sea states and satisfying 
performance whether air is pushed or pulled through the turbine. Beside the air turbine the PTO system 
comprises of the power generator coupled to the turbine and the control system. In conjunction with the 
airwave Oceanlinx is using proven commercially available power generators and power drive 
technologies such as SCADA. Besides bi-directional reaction the unique design modification of the 
airwave turbine are controlled pressure drop during single stage of the operation on top of appropriate 
latching control and running of the device at constant RPM. All off the modifications are leading to 
improved operation of the turbine and are enhancing the general efficiency of the Oceanlinx device 
(Oceanlinx, 2016). 
4.2 Hydraulic turbine systems 
4.2.1 Kaplan turbine - Wave Dragon 
Overtopping devices are easy to recognize due to their typical design concepts with ramps and a 
reservoir. The approaching waves are reaching over the ramp and delivering water into the reservoir. 
When significant amount of water is accumulated in the reservoir, its potential energy is converted to 
the electrical energy with a help of low head turbines and generators. One of the typical application 
examples is the Wave Dragon device (Figure 4-2 (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016)) with a Kaplan type of hydro 
turbine. 
 
Slika 4-2: Sistem za odvzem električne energije v napravi Wave Dragon 
Figure 4-2: Wave Dragon device PTO system (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016) 
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Wave Dragon devices has installed the Kaplan design of the turbine which has proven its reliability 
through the use in traditional hydro power plants in over 100 years. In addition to reliability the Kaplan 
turbine is characterized as a turbine with a low maintenance needed which makes it economically 
feasible for the application in overtopping devices. 
Wave Dragon device in Nissum Bredning test site operates with 7 Kaplan turbines, where the first one 
was used for the research and thorough inspection from the Technical University of Munich (TUM). In 
order to be efficient, each turbine has to run at full speed, whilst the turbines have to be started and 
stopped individually to achieve maximum efficiency regarding total water outlet and power production.  
 
Slika 4-3: Shema naprave Wave Dragon 
Figure 4-3: PTO shematics of the Wave Dragon (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
 
 
Slika 4-4: Kaplanova turbina 
Figure 4-4: Kaplan reaction turbine (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) 
Kaplan turbines in Wave Dragon device are rotating with variable, but low speed, therefore the most 
viable way to convert mechanical movement into electrical energy is by using permanent magnet 
generators (Figure 4-3 (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013)). With their application no gearbox is needed and both, 
losses in power and in maintenance, are reduced significantly. In general, typical efficiency values for 
hydro turbines could reach values close to 90%.  
Therefore, the bottleneck for wave energy conversion resides in the sufficient energy extraction from 
the waves and providing reasonable level of head and flow to the reaction turbines (Figure 4-4 (Pecher 
& Kofoed, 2017)). As a consequence each turbine and the number of them installed in the Wave Dragon 
devices is varying regarding desired generated power and subsequently the size of the prototype (Table 
2-3: Different Wave Dragon device configurations). 
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4.2.2 Pelton turbine - Oyster 
As mentioned in section 2.6.1, the motion of the Oyster device is driven by the surge component of the 
waves, which is subsequently moving the two hydraulic cylinders. Cylinders are compressed and 
extended which is pumping the water through the pipes. The turbine and a flywheel are driven in the 
controlled conditions at the shore, where electricity is generated. As usual for the hydraulic circuits, 
accumulators are used to regulate the power flow and smoothen the fluctuations. After the electricity is 
generated the signal have to be rectified for the purpose of connecting to the grid. 
The Oyster device was placed at the nominal depth of 12 m, which is considered as shallow water, is 
incorporating the shoaling phenomena. Horizontal accelerations of the water particle motions are 
enhanced due to shoaling, which results in increased wave forces experienced by Oyster. For instance, 
for a 10 second wave period wave at that specific water depth, the experienced forces are increased by 
50% compared to the deep water (Whittaker, et al., 2007). It is intended to achieve maximum interaction 
of the flap with the horizontal acceleration of the water particles, which implies the substructure 
penetrating full depth from sea bed to water surface. For such a design it was discovered, that wave 
torque variates with the square relation to the flap width (Whittaker & Folley, 2012). Surely, the 
limitations for the maximum width of the flap are provided by structural and installation considerations.  
Power take off components of the Oyster could be split between offshore and onshore. Moving flap 
(Figure 4-5 (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017)) with the two hydraulic cylinders and the base structure is 
representing the offshore part. There, the flap is restricting to the wave motion governing the stroke in 
the two cylinders on the lever arms, resulting in the pressurized fluid driven through the pipes. For this 
particular WEC the closed loop filled with water is used, which has been proved as more economical 
and technically attractive than using the seawater. Moreover, high pressurized fluid is transmitted 
through this loop leading to the onshore facility where electricity is generated. All of the controlling of 
the pressure and fine adjusting is made later on at the onshore facility, while motion of the cylinders and 
the flap mounted on the seabed is not fully adjusted to achieve optimal performance. 
All of the electricity generation for Oyster device is performed onshore. Furthermore, the variable high 
speed induction generator coupled with a turbine and flywheel is placed in the facility. The flywheel is 
used as a sort of power storage in the Oyster power train and acts to smooth out the delivered power 
over a wave cycle. In addition to generator, turbine and a flywheel, a controlling unit is set in the onshore 
facility keeping the device running safely and efficiently. Furthermore, the controlling unit is regulating 
the pressure in the system and Pelton wheel speed in order to attain optimal device energy production 
for different sea states. The final regulation before entering of the electricity to the grid is covered by 
power electronics taking care for the successful rectifying and inversing of the signal. 
 
Slika 4-5: Odprema naprave Oyster 
Figure 4-5: Oyster offshore components deployment (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) 
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4.3 Hydraulic circuit systems 
4.3.1 FlanSea buoy 
For the FlanSea project several different power take off systems were considered and analysed at Ghent 
University in Belgium. To be more specific, five different power take off systems were highlighted; 
electrical PTO with constrained tuning, hydraulic system with classic latching (Figure 4-6 (Damen, et 
al., 2015)), hydraulic system with Falcao latching, hydraulic system with constant force tuning and 
hydraulic system with pseudo continuous control algorithm. Different numerical simulations were 
performed in order to obtain general efficiencies for every single system as a result. However, the PTO 
system applied for the testing at the Belgian coast near port of Ostend was hydraulic circuit system. 
 
Slika 4-6: Električni (levo) ter hidravlični sistem (desno) za odvzem energije v boji FlanSea 
Figure 4-6: Electrical PTO (left) and hydraulic with classic latching (right) (Damen, et al., 2015) 
4.3.2 Pelamis 
As discussed in section 2.4.2.1 Pelamis is one of the most recognizable WECs due to its unique shape.  
The PTO system of the device is comprised of a multiple partially submerged floats hinged together in 
joints. Hinged joints of the cylinder shaped floats have two degrees of freedom which are enabling ocean 
waves to perform work by moving two adjacent cylindrical sections.  
Normally the Pelamis PTO technical description is split in two parts, one referring to the primary 
transmission, while the other to the secondary transmission. In the primary transmission the hydraulic 
cylinders are excited by the waves, which is pumping the fluid through the pipes to the accumulator 
where the energy is temporarily stored. The secondary transmission is the part where the energy is 
converted to electricity. Energy that is previously stored in the accumulators can be transformed into 
electricity by using the hydraulic motors coupled to the generator. Electricity can be further delivered 
to the shore and connected to the grid. Division to the primary and secondary transmission is important 
in order to allow satisfying absorption over a large range of incident power ensured with accumulators. 
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Slika 4-7: Poenostavljena shema sistema za odvzem električne energije za napravo Pelamis 
Figure 4-7: Simplified schematic of the Pelamis PTO system (Henderson, 2006) 
The Pelamis device is using joint movement control in order to extract the maximum amount of work 
from the waves. Furthermore electronically controlled valves are installed in the device to control the 
fluid flow from the cylinders, accumulator and the reservoir. (Figure 4-7 (Henderson, 2006)). 
In contrary with conventional hydrostatic transmissions where coupled displacement pumps are 
delivering variable flow and pressure the Pelamis fluid exchange is made directly through the storage 
accumulators. While conventional systems are reaching peak efficiencies of around 60% with a 
significant efficiency drop out of optimal operating point area, Pelamis PTO system could reach higher 
efficiency rates. Inefficiencies occurring in the Pelamis PTO systems are mainly correlated to hydraulic 
cylinder friction, losses at the valves and pipes and with ability to compress. It has been discovered that 
careful design of the Pelamis PTO system could limit the losses at under 20% over a wide spectrum of 
sea states resulting in peak efficiencies over respectful 80%. In addition, it has been noted, that the novel 
Pelamis PTO system is maintaining high efficiency even when the incident powers are mediocre or low 
which could present the system as viable throughout the year.  
4.3.3 Wave star 
As described in section 2.4.2.2 the Wave star device is another example of hydraulic circuit system 
application. Wave star device appears to be unique, since normally the floating buoys are mounted to 
the PTO system separately for each of the devices. In the case Wave star there are 20 floats on each side 
of the device, which are partially submerged in the water. Each float is oscillating in the phase with 
waves, pressing the oil into the machine’s transmission system. Generated pressure is driving a hydraulic 
motor which is connected to the generator where the electricity is produced and delivered to the grid 
(Marquis, et al., 2012). 
Even though the Wave star machine is fundamentally developed on the base of tried and tested 
technology and components it could be declared as somewhat innovative due to its unique commonly 
integrated transmission system for all of the floaters. Although the central hull is economically an 
interesting solution, it is considered as one of the critical device components. Indeed, all of the 
computers and relays are stored inside, demanding controlled conditions in order to protect the 
components against the moisture, fog and salty water. Despite the fact, that all of the floaters are attached 
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to the central PTO system, the device can continue with reduced energy generation even if some of the 
buoys fail to operate or are broken. 
Since the PTO system of the Wave star device is relatively straight forward, ideas of sharing the 
infrastructure with offshore wind grid were suggested (Figure 4-8 (Marquis, et al., 2012)). It will be 
possible to consider offshore farms as some kind of energy parks combining two or even more renewable 
energy resources. The common structure may allow lowering the production costs for the main structural 
parts, such as foundations. The specific synergy of the infrastructure will however depend highly on the 
actual structural designs and loads, which are still to be evaluated. 
 
Slika 4-8: Koncept naprave za kombinirano izkoriščanje vetrne energije in energije valov 
Figure 4-8: Rendered image of the wind and wave energy facility (Marquis, et al., 2012) 
4.3.4 CETO 
The latest concept developed by Carnegie Wave Energy is called CETO 6 (Figure 4-10 (Carnegie Wave 
Energy, 2016)). Normally all of the wave energy devices are growing in size after the first successful 
prototypes and so is CETO. Apart from being larger than its predecessors, it will not consist of separated 
energy capture and energy generation part of the device anymore, since the power generator will be 
integrated in the buoy itself (Carnegie Wave, 2015).  Incorporating the power generation within the buoy 
has many advantages as for instance removing the need for hydraulic pumps and accumulators anchoring 
to the seabed. In addition, heavy lifting vessel capacity is not required anymore while the installation 
and maintenance times are reduced significantly. Besides its reduced general price, installation and 
maintenance costs, it is allowed to take advantage of deeper, more distant to shore wave resources, 
which increases its commercial market potential in the future. 
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Slika 4-9: Idejna zasnova naprave CETO 6 
Figure 4-9: CETO 6 design scheme (Carnegie Wave, 2015) 
First part of the CETO 6 system (Figure 4-9 (Carnegie Wave, 2015)) is the buoyant actuator which 
captures the movement and energy of the waves. In the next step fluid is pumped with hydraulic 
cylinders to and from the pod where the energy of the fluid is converted into electricity. Further on, the 
electricity has to be converted to the shore via subsea electrical system consisting of connection cables 
and junction box or inline connector. Finally export cable is used to connect the offshore part to the 
onshore power house with integrated control system. 
 
Slika 4-10: Naprava CETO 6 z integriranim sistemom za odvzem električne energije 
Figure 4-10: CETO 6 design with PTO system installed offshore (Carnegie Wave Energy, 2016) 
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4.4 Direct drive systems 
4.4.1 Lysekil Project 
One of the examples of direct drive systems is the wave power concept known as the Lysekil Project 
(Figure 4-11 (Dolguntseva, 2016)). The heart of the device power take-off system is a three phase linear 
generator with permanent magnets. The Lysekil point absorber buoy is connected to the generator with 
a cable enabling approaching waves to excite the heaving motion of the buoy. The movement is driving 
the translator in the generator, consequently inducing electrical current in the stator windings. 
Furthermore, the translator is connected to the generator foundation with springs that retract the 
translator in the wave troughs. Since the induced voltage will vary in amplitude and frequency, the 
generated power cannot be directly delivered to the grid. Thus, several WECs from array will be 
connected to the marine substation, where the voltage from each WEC will be rectified and the combined 
output alternated and transformed before connecting to the grid. 
 
Slika 4-11: Linearni generator v napravi Lysekil 
Figure 4-11: Lysekil Project linear generator illustration (Dolguntseva, 2016) 
As mentioned above, the device is using linear generator to convert wave energy into electricity. The 
requirement on a linear generator for wave power applications is the ability to handle high peak forces, 
low speed and irregular motions at low costs. Hence, the electrical system and the generator have to be 
designed and dimensioned for these high peaks in power. For this particular project the linear generator 
with permanent magnets was chosen as the most suitable. Permanent magnets installed on the translator 
are made of Nd-Fe-B, while very stiff springs are fastened under the translator. 
As typical for direct drive systems the induced current and electrical power cannot be directly used for 
delivering into the grid. Therefore, the transmission system for rectifying the voltage from each 
generator is used, while the generators are connected in parallel in order to filter the direct current 
voltage. Smoothened signal with a stable current from the filter is then ready for delivering into the grid. 
However, this generator concept does not appear to be feasible for single unit operation, especially not 
connected to the grid, since the cost for the electrical and transmission system would be too high. When 
several generators are connected in parallel, the demand on the filter ability to store energy is decreased 
and hence the costs associated with it as well. 
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5 ASSESSMENT OF WEC POTENTIAL IN THE GULF OF TRIESTE 
Assessment of wave energy potential in Gulf of Trieste is based on the linear wave theory, which is 
commonly known as the most elementary and most illustrative way to calculate fundamental wave 
characteristics. Calculation of the wave energy and wave power will be therefore calculated with linear 
wave parameters and WEC potential assessment will be addressed further on.  
5.1 Linear wave theory 
Linear wave theory was developed by Airy back in 1845 and is therefore commonly referred as Airy 
theory. There were a lot of research on the field of wave energy in the last 150 years but none of the 
theories had such a great impact as the one published by Airy. Linear wave theory still provides 
reasonable approximation of wave characteristics for a wide range of fundamental wave characteristics 
and parameters. In some cases, high-order theories better describe the behaviour of waves, while for 
most of the situations linear wave theory gives sufficiently exact results. High order theories include 
sum of many successive approximations, where each additional term in the series is a correction to the 
preceding terms. Despite the limitations in applicability of linear wave theory, it is allowed to use it even 
when the assumptions made in developing of this theory are violated. 
Linear theory was developed based on the following assumptions: 
- The fluid is homogenous and incompressible (ρ=constant). 
- Coriolis effect due to Earth’s rotation could be neglected. 
- Surface tension could be neglected. 
- Uniform and constant pressure at the free surface 
- The fluid is ideal or inviscid. 
- Waves being considered do not interact with any other water motions.  
- The flow is irrotational so that water particles do not rotate. 
- The seabed is a horizontal, fixed, impermeable boundary, which implies that the vertical 
velocity at the seabed is zero. 
- The wave amplitude is low and the waveform is invariant in time and space. 
- Waves are plane or long-crested (two-dimensional). 
 
Although the eight assumption is referring to horizontal seabed, application of the linear wave theory 
with care is also possible in varying depth, where the slope is flatter than about 1 on 10.  
Moreover, it has to be kept in mind that the wave shape is changing significantly when reaching shallow 
water due to nearshore processes, which clearly influences its energy. 
In order to indicate the behaviour of Airy wave and perform wave energy calculations, several 
parameters have to be determined. The most fundamental parameters of the Airy waves are length L, 
height H, period T, wave celerity C and water depth d. 
𝐿 → 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ; 𝑡ℎ𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠 
𝐻 → ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡; 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ 
𝑇 → 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑎 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 
𝐶 → 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦; 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑎 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 
𝑑 → 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ; 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑒𝑎 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 
Since the distance travelled by a wave during one wave period is equal to one wave length, wave celerity 
can be determined as the length divided by wave period: 
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𝐶 =
𝐿
𝑇
 
Wave celerity could be expressed with a dispersion relation as a function of wavelength and water depth: 
𝐶 = √
𝑔𝐿
2𝜋
 tanh (
2𝜋𝑑
𝐿
) 
The equation above indicates that waves with different periods travel at different celerity. Furthermore, 
the longer period wave will travel faster than the one with shorter period. 
Further derivation leads to the following expression, where 2𝜋/𝐿 and 2𝜋/𝑇 are termed as wave number 
𝑘 and the wave angular frequency 𝜔 respectively. 
𝐿 =
𝑔𝑇2
2𝜋
tanh (
2𝜋𝑑
𝐿
) =
𝑔𝑇
𝜔
tanh (𝑘𝑑) 
Since the use of equation above leads to certain difficulties as a result of L appearing on both sides, 
researchers have suggested approximate expressions. The most commonly used expression is the one 
suggested by Eckart: 
𝐿 ≈
𝑔𝑇2
2𝜋
√𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ (
4𝜋2𝑑
𝑇2𝑔
) 
General expression for L is for practical use simplified regarding to relative water depth. In general 3 
different options of calculation are possible; one for deep, one for transitional and one for shallow water. 
(Figure 5-1 (USACE, 2008)). 
 
Slika 5-1: Klasifikacija valov glede na relativno globino 
Figure 5-1: Classification of water waves (USACE, 2008) 
In deep water equations for celerity are reduced since 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑘𝑑) approaches unity:  
𝐶0 = √
𝑔𝐿0
2𝜋
=
𝐿0
𝑇
   𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝐶0 =
𝑔𝑇
2𝜋
 
On the other hand, when the relative water depth becomes shallow (
𝑑
𝐿
<
1
20
 ), celerity expression is 
simplified to: 
𝐶 = √𝑔𝑑 
It could be noticed, that the wave celerity in shallow water depends only on water depth. 
To sum up the remarks on the fundamental parameters of linear wave theory; when the wind waves are 
approaching the shore in the deep water, their celerity and length are only a function of period. When 
the relative depth of the water decreases in the so-called transitional water the length and celerity are 
dependent upon water depth and period. Further decreasing of the relative water depth means that the 
waves have reached shallow water, where length and celerity are a function of the water depth only 
(Figure 5-2 (USACE, 2008)). 
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Slika 5-2: Povzetek enačb linearne teorije valov 
Figure 5-2: Airy theory equations for deep, transitional and shallow water (USACE, 2008) 
5.2 Wave energy and power 
Wave energy and power could be relatively easily determined with equations of linear wave theory. The 
total energy of a wave system consists of its kinetic energy and potential energy. The kinetic energy is 
the part of the total energy corresponding to water particle velocities associated with wave motion. 
Calculation of the kinetic energy per unit length could be performed in accordance with the next 
equation. 
?̅?𝑘 = ∫ ∫ 𝜌
𝑢2 + 𝑤2
2
𝜂
−𝑑
𝑥+𝐿
𝑥
 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑥 
Parameters 𝑥 and 𝑧 are horizontal and vertical coordinates respectively, while 𝑢 and 𝑤 are corresponding 
fluid particle velocity components. 
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Algebraic equation is formed upon integration: 
?̅?𝑘 =
1
16
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2𝐿 
On the other hand, the potential energy is the part of the energy resulting from part of the fluid mass 
being above the wave trough - the wave crest. The potential energy per unit length of wave crest for a 
linear wave could be found with the following expression. 
?̅?𝑝 = ∫ 𝜌 𝑔 [
(𝜂 + 𝑑)2
2
−
𝑑2
2
] 𝑑𝑥
𝑥+𝐿
𝑥
 
Where x is the horizontal coordinate, L the wave length, 𝜌 the sea water density, 𝜂 stands for the distance 
between sea water level and the wave crest, while d is the water depth. 
Upon integration the algebraic form of equation is formed: 
?̅?𝑝 =
1
16
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2𝐿 
According to the linear wave theory and under assumption that potential energy is determined relative 
to sea water level and that all of the waves are propagating in the same direction potential and kinetic 
energy components perform to be equal. Consequently, the total wave energy in one wavelength per 
unit crest width is given by 
𝐸 = 𝐸𝑘 + 𝐸𝑝 =
1
16
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2𝐿 +
1
16
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2𝐿 =
1
8
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2𝐿 
Total average wave energy per unit surface area, termed the specific energy or energy density, is given 
by: 
?̅? =
𝐸
𝐿
=
1
8
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2 
Further on, wave energy flux could be defined as the rate at which energy is transmitted in the direction 
of wave propagation across a vertical plane perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation and 
extending down the entire depth. Assuming linear theory holds, the average flux per unit wave crest 
width transmitted across a vertical plane perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation is given as 
?̅? =
1
𝑇
∫ ∫ 𝑝 𝑢 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑡
𝜂
−𝑑
𝑡+𝑟
𝑡
 
,which, upon integration yields 
?̅? = ?̅?𝑛𝐶 = ?̅?𝐶𝑔 
In the integral form of the equation r stands for the time interval, p for subsurface pressure and u for 
horizontal particle velocity, 𝜂 is presenting the distance between sea water level and the wave crest, 
while d is the water depth. Furthermore, 𝐶𝑔 in the equation above is frequently termed as the wave group 
celerity, while n is the factor of group velocity defined as depicted in Figure 5-2. 
According to Airy theory, equation for wave energy flux or wave power implies two different forms 
depending on the water depth as explained in section 5.1 and summarized in Figure 5-2 
Index 0 is emphasizing the reference to the deep water leading to the following expression for wave 
power in deep water as a function of wave energy and wave celerity. 
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?̅?0 =
1
2
?̅?0𝐶0 
Wave power for shallow water: 
?̅? = ?̅?𝐶𝑔 = ?̅?𝐶 
An energy balance for a region through which waves are passing reveals that for steady state, the amount 
of energy entering equals the amount of energy leaving the observed region. Therefore, when the waves 
are propagating so that their crests are parallel to the bottom energy balance could be defined as: 
?̅?0𝑛0𝐶0 = ?̅?𝑛𝐶 
𝑛0 =
1
2
 
The equation of energy balance establishes a relationship between the ratio of the wave height at some 
arbitrary depth and the deep water wave height. The ratio is commonly known as shoaling coefficient, 
since it is referring to one of the nearshore processes called shoaling. 
5.3 Wave data analysis 
5.3.1 Location 
All of the wave data were obtained from 3 different buoys placed near Slovenian shore named Vida, 
Zarja and Zora. The data from the buoys are collected and saved by Slovenian Environment Agency 
(ARSO) in cooperation with Marine Biology Station Piran (MBS), which operates under framework of 
Slovenian National Institute of Biology (NIB). In the following, short description with geographic 
coordinates and sea parameters are depicted for all three of the buoys. 
5.3.2 Vida buoy 
Vida buoy (Current data (Slovenian National Institute of Biology, 2017)) is made of 6 mm thick stainless 
steel and was manufactured and placed on site in 2008. The buoy is fastened to three concrete anchors 
with chains and anchored to the seabed at approximate depth of 22.5 m. The coordinates of the 
oceanographic buoy Vida are: 45° 32' 55.68'' N and 13° 33' 1.89'' E (Figure 5-3). 
 
Slika 5-3: Lokacija boje Vide 
Figure 5-3: Location of the Vida buoy (Apple Inc., 2017) 
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Slika 5-4: Boja Vida 
Figure 5-4: Vida buoy in the Adriatic sea (ARSO, 2017) 
All of the data from the Figure 5-4: Vida buoy were delivered in the form depicted in the Table 5-1 for 
the 8 hour period in the beginning of the 2016.  
Preglednica 5-1: Podatki z boje Vide 
Table 5-1: Vida buoy wave data (Slovenian National Institute of Biology, 2017) 
Start date End date Significant wave 
height [m] 
Max wave 
height [m] 
Mean 
direction [°] 
Mean 
period [s] 
1.1.2016 0:00 1.1.2016 0:30 0.187 0.316 343.7 1.85 
1.1.2016 0:30 1.1.2016 1:00 0.185 0.318 196.98 1.82 
1.1.2016 1:00 1.1.2016 1:30 0.177 0.266 280.48 1.72 
1.1.2016 1:30 1.1.2016 2:00 0.151 0.239 315.69 1.77 
1.1.2016 2:00 1.1.2016 2:30 0.141 0.190 231.69 1.69 
1.1.2016 2:30 1.1.2016 3:00 0.130 0.168 159.65 1.69 
1.1.2016 3:00 1.1.2016 3:30 0.150 0.231 270.9 1.68 
1.1.2016 3:30 1.1.2016 4:00 0.169 0.253 46.61 1.68 
1.1.2016 4:00 1.1.2016 4:30 0.159 0.265 152.11 1.70 
1.1.2016 4:30 1.1.2016 5:00 0.157 0.232 224.63 1.67 
1.1.2016 5:00 1.1.2016 5:30 0.149 0.199 70.96 1.74 
1.1.2016 5:30 1.1.2016 6:00 0.131 0.183 348.79 1.73 
1.1.2016 6:00 1.1.2016 6:30 0.153 0.252 220.92 1.65 
1.1.2016 6:30 1.1.2016 7:00 0.159 0.255 255.42 1.67 
1.1.2016 7:00 1.1.2016 7:30 0.147 0.211 261.5 1.68 
1.1.2016 7:30 1.1.2016 8:00 0.146 0.194 217.96 1.71 
1.1.2016 8:00 1.1.2016 8:30 0.149 0.225 226.85 1.67 
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5.3.3 Zarja buoy 
The second buoy, named Zarja is placed in the gulf of Trieste as well. Exact position is determined with 
geographic coordinates 45° 36' 5.76" N, 13° 32' 7.44" E and approximate water depth of 21 m. 
Unfortunately, the buoy is in operation only since 2014, therefore its data are not covered by analysis in 
section 5.3.5 . 
 
Slika 5-5: Boja Zarja 
Figure 5-5: Zarja buoy in the Adriatic sea (ARSO, 2017) 
5.3.4 Zora buoy 
The Zora buoy is placed on the water surface at the following coordinates: 45° 36' 11.88" N 13° 40' 
18.12" E. Water depth under the buoy is estimated to 21 m. Like Zarja buoy, the Zora buoy is in 
operation since 2014 only, therefore its data are not included in analysis. 
 
Slika 5-6: Boja Zora 
Figure 5-6: Zora buoy in the Adriatic sea (ARSO, 2017) 
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5.3.5 Analysis 
Analysis has been performed with significant wave heights averaged over 30-minute interval. The 
reason for such an approach is set by the lack of spectral wave data for each of the time intervals. Since 
the time intervals are relatively short, this approach seems to give sufficient quality of results for the 
purpose of wave energy potential assessment in the Gulf of Trieste. 
Analysis of wave data and calculation of wave energy are performed based on linear wave theory. In 
the following example of calculation for a random wave with 𝐻𝑠 = 1,0 𝑚, which was observed at Vida 
buoy on 04.03.2010 between 15:30 and 16:00 is depicted. 
𝐻𝑠 = 1.0 𝑚 
𝑑 = 22.5 𝑚 
𝑇 = 3.24 𝑠 
𝑔 = 9.81 𝑚/𝑠2 
𝜌 = 1025 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 
In the data above, 𝐻𝑠 is indexing the significant wave height. Significant wave height is traditionally 
defined as the mean wave height of the highest third of the waves. Nowadays, when usage of wave 
spectra is very common for wave analysis, the symbol 𝐻𝑠 could be interpreted as four times the standard 
deviation of the surface elevation as well.  
The expression suggested by Eckart could be used for calculation of wave length 𝐿. 
𝐿 ≈
𝑔𝑇2
2𝜋
√𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ (
4𝜋2𝑑
𝑇2𝑔
) = 16.39 m 
Based on the relative water depth, we could classify the region as shallow or deep water. 
𝑑
𝐿
=
22.5 𝑚
16.39 𝑚 
= 1.37 > 0.5 → deep water 
According to equation for deep water we can calculate the wave celerity. 
𝐶0 =
𝐿
𝑇
=
𝑔 𝑇
2 𝜋
=
9.81
𝑚
𝑠2
∙ 3.24 𝑠
2 𝜋
= 5.06 𝑚/𝑠 
Total average wave energy per unit surface area, termed the specific energy or energy density, is given 
by: 
?̅?0 =
𝐸
𝐿
=
1
8
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2 =
1
8
∙ 1025
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
∙  9.81
𝑚
𝑠2
∙ (1.00 𝑚)2 = 1.26 𝑘𝐽/𝑚2 
Wave power for deep water: 
?̅?0 =
1
2
?̅?0𝐶0 =
1
2
∙ 1.26
𝑘𝐽
𝑚2
∙ 5.06 𝑚/𝑠 = 3.18 𝑘𝑊/𝑚 
According to above presented equations, wave power was calculated for the sea states with different 
wave heights in the range from 0.20 to 2.80 m and corresponding wave periods in the range from 2.15 
to 4.97 s, which occurred at Vida buoy location. The results of calculations are presented on the power 
diagram in the Figure 5-7.  
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Slika 5-7: Diagram moči morskih valov v odvisnosti od signifikantne višine valov 
Figure 5-7: Wave power as a function of significant wave height for actual sea states  
Wave heights and periods are altering during different seasons and from one 30 minute time span to 
another, therefore annual assessment of wave energy potential seems reasonable to calculate. Moreover, 
it was assumed that WEC would operate only 70% of the year, while other 30% of 30 minute intervals 
significant wave heights are too low for feasible energy extraction. Therefore, 30% of the intervals with 
the lowest wave heights were considered as negligible and consequently excluded from the wave energy 
potential calculation. Based on the mentioned assumptions, the Table 5-2 was created in order to present 
wave energy amount on a yearly basis.  
Preglednica 5-2: Letni povzetek energije valov izračunane na podlagi podatkov z boje Vide 
Table 5-2: Annual summary for wave energy at location of Vida buoy  
Year Number of intervals 70% of intervals Average power 
[kW/m] 
Total energy 
[kWh/m]  
2008 10964 7675 0.398 1526 
2009 17520 12264 0.540 3310 
2010 17520 12264 0.463 2838 
2011 17520 12264 0.615 3768 
2012 17568 12298 0.949 5834 
2013 14603 10223 0.542 2789 
2014 17520 12264 0.390 2389 
2015 17520 12264 0.340 2084 
2016 17568 12298 0.346 2126 
 
All the calculations in the Table 5-2 are performed with assumed constant wave height equal to 
significant wave height over the entire 30-minute interval. The reason for such an approach is the lack 
of spectral data for each interval, providing only significant and maximal wave height for each of the 30 
minute periods. However, it has to be kept in mind that this kind of approach leads to an overestimated 
results. It could be noticed, that number of intervals in years 2012 and 2016 is slightly larger due to 
additional day during the leap year. Moreover, the number of intervals for years 2008 and 2013 is lower 
than for the rest of the years, since the Vida buoy was temporary out of operation. As a consequence 
those two years will be excluded in the following calculations of wave energy potential in the Gulf of 
Trieste. Average of total annual wave energy for the years 2008-2016 with 2008 and 2013 excluded: 
𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 3193 𝑘𝑊ℎ/𝑚 
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5.4 PTO efficiency and system feasibility 
5.4.1 WEC design rules of thumb 
In the Handbook of ocean wave energy (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) authors are discussing rules of thumb 
for designing a WEC. In general good wave makers are considered as decent wave absorbers, therefore 
the design shape of wave energy converters should follow this conceptual idea. Surely, it has to be kept 
in mind that certain limitations in wave energy absorption by a body, have to be taken into account. In 
addition, it has been discovered that theoretical limit in wave energy absorption by a body that creates 
symmetrical radiated waves is around 50%, while non-symmetric bodies have the ability to absorb 
almost 100% of the incident wave energy. However, the values in practice are for now not converging 
to the ones suggested by theoretical considerations. 
When designing a WEC we have to take into account the sea states data for the particular location. The 
optimal scaling of the converter and its structure is strongly linked to the wave parameters, especially to 
the wave period. Some rules of thumb are suggesting that point absorbers should measure around 12-20 
m in diameter, OWCs 12-20 m in length for typical offshore conditions, while overtopping devices 
should be longer than the wavelength and OWSCs as thick as possible. Apart from scaling, it is 
important that the stochastic nature effect to the absorbed power is limited, which could be relatively 
easily achieved with the sufficient amount of wave energy absorbers. 
5.4.1.1 Capture width ratio 
Authors of the handbook (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) have collected indicative capture width ratios on the 
absorbed power from the waves for some of the main WEC categories. With these numbers a rough 
indication of wave energy absorption abilities is illustrated in the Table 5-3. Note that the tabled values 
may be based on different specifications or assumptions and could give misleading results. With 
different scaling of the devices and in different wave conditions the presented values may vary. 
Preglednica 5-3: Izkoristki naprav ob zajemu valov   
Table 5-3: Mean capture width ratios for some of the main WEC types (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) 
WEC type Capture width ratio [%] 
Floating overtopping device 17 
Oscillating water column 29 
Point absorber 16 
Bottom fixed pitching flap 37 
 
5.4.1.2 PTO systems efficiencies 
Besides capture width ratios for each device type, PTO system efficiencies have to be considered in the 
wave energy potential assessment as well. The literature provides approximate efficiency data for variety 
of PTO systems, which are collected in the Table 5-4. 
Preglednica 5-4: Izkoristki sistemov za odvzem električne energije 
Table 5-4: PTO systems efficiencies (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) 
PTO system Efficiency [%] 
Wells turbine 70-80 
Hydraulic turbines 90-95 
Hydraulic circuits 65-91 
Direct drive system 80-95 
 
It has to be noted, that data in the table are just illustrative, since efficiencies are dependent on lots of 
parameters such as scaling of the device, complexity of the system with related possible energy losses 
and wave load factor. 
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5.4.2 Energy extraction estimation 
Energy extraction estimation is based on the calculated wave energy in the Gulf of Trieste, capture width 
ratios and PTO system efficiencies. Energy losses which occur during the employment of energy to the 
grid or in the pipes of some complex systems are not taken into account. 
It is assumed that one would have an array of WECs over the length of 1000 m, perpendicular to the 
wave propagation direction. With that assumption it could be concluded that average annual wave 
energy in 𝐺𝑊ℎ for 1000 m array in the Gulf of Trieste is equal to: 
𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙,1000 = 3193
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑚
∙ 1000 𝑚 = 3.193 𝐺𝑊ℎ 
Further on, it could be calculated how much energy is it possible to extract for each of the WEC types 
with their PTO systems. The results of the calculation are illustrated in the Table 5-5. 
Preglednica 5-5: Ocena potenciala energije valov na letni ravni 
Table 5-5: Annual energy extraction estimation for several WEC and PTO system types  
Eannual,100 
[GWh] 
WEC type Capture width 
ratio [%] 
PTO system PTO system 
efficiency 
Eannual,el 
[GWh] 
3.193 Floating overtopping device 17 Kaplan turbine 90 0.489 
3.193 Oscillating water column 29 Wells turbine 70 0.648 
3.193 Point absorber 16 Hydraulic circuit 70 0.358 
3.193 Point absorber 16 Direct drive system 85 0.434 
3.193 Bottom fixed pitching flap 37 Hydraulic circuits 70 0.827 
 
It could be noted (Table 5-5), that values of 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙,𝑒𝑙 are in the range from 0.358 GWh to 0.827 GWh. 
In absolute terms these are not really impressive numbers, but to get a better insight one would need to 
compare them with annual Slovenian electrical energy consumption and other power plants in the 
country. For instance, comparing the WEC potential with hydropower plant Brežice, starting its trial 
operation in September 2017 and expected delivery of 161 GWh annually to the grid, reveals how low 
the wave energy potential the Gulf of Trieste really is. Comparison of numbers leads to the conclusion 
that at least 200 to 400 of 1000 m WEC arrays would be needed to reach the respectable amount of 
energy produced by hydropower plant Brežice. Annual Slovenian electrical energy consumption in the 
last decade has settled around 14 TWh, which is huge comparing to the estimated wave energy potential. 
If we compare wave energy potential and production of some power plants in Slovenia with annual 
production for year 2015, results presented in the Table 5-6 could be determined. 
Preglednica 5-6: Delež posameznih tipov elektrarn pri proizvodnji električne energije v Sloveniji 
Table 5-6: Shares of total electrical energy production per power plant type 
Type of power plant Annual energy production 
[GWh] 
Share of total electricity 
production [%] 
All power plants 14187 100 
Nuclear power plant 5372 37.9 
Thermal power plants 4263 30.0 
Hydro power plants 3879 27.3 
Solar power plants 8 0.06 
Wind power plants 6 0.04 
Others 659 4.60 
Wave energy potential 0.80 0.006 
 
The Table 5-6 reveals that wave energy potential for 1000 m of WEC array is considerably low and is 
currently not very likely to reach economically feasible numbers, even with the proper size of wave 
energy converter farms. 
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6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Wave energy is becoming one of the key players on the field of renewable energy resources. Due to 
stochastic nature of the waves and wide variety of sea states around the globe, many different types of 
wave energy converters and power take off systems have been developed. However, only the most 
reliable, robust and economically viable devices will play an important role for the wave energy in the 
future. Note that some of the systems are less suitable for severe wave conditions, while others have the 
best performance particularly when wave heights reach extreme values. Some of the systems are 
furthermore very complex and could reach impressive efficiencies and extract energy in the form 
directly usable for the grid, while being hard to maintain, repair or install at the first place. Consequently, 
it is not very likely that only one type of WEC or even only one type of PTO system will become 
completely dominant on the market. Diversity of the world has to be appreciated and therefore seen as 
an opportunity for different ideas and concepts regarding wave energy to find their place. 
Wave energy is still relatively immature in comparison with other renewable energy resources and will 
definitely be evolving in the future. Undoubtedly, the location of wave energy farm will have the greatest 
impact on choosing of wave energy converter type, its power take off system and scaling, therefore a 
good knowledge base will be needed in order to optimize the selection.  
Curiosity and the willingness to research, develop and try are the key to finding renewable energy 
solutions for our planet, while skepticism is the greatest drawback for the renewables in general. Even 
though locations with moderate wave climates, like the Gulf of Trieste, appeared as less relevant for 
implementation of wave energy converters, the wave energy still has huge potential in areas with high 
amplitude waves and longer wave periods. In the moderate wave climates, however, other renewable 
energy resources, such as offshore wind and ocean currents, might be more suitable for energy 
extraction. Only with research, analysis and curiosity a mankind could find tremendous engineering 
solutions in the field of cleaner energy production and this is what the engineering is all about – stepping 
out of the shadow and dare to try, research, develop, being ingenious or even being wrong. 
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POVZETEK 
Uvod 
V dobrobit človeštva je nujno, da človek omeji onesnaževanje narave na vseh področjih. Države so se 
na konferenci v Parizu (COP 21, 2015) zavezale k zmanjševanju tako imenovanega globalnega 
segrevanja zato je pričakovati učinkovite rešitve še posebej pri zniževanju izpustov CO2 in drugih 
toplogrednih plinov. Trenutni trendi kažejo, da bo fosilna goriva, katerih uporaba je eden večjih krivcev 
za slabšo kvaliteto zraka in ostale antropogene spremembe klime, v veliki meri nadomestila električna 
energija. Avtomobilske industrija je tipičen primer velikih vlaganj v razvoj ter implementacijo električne 
energije kot alternativo konvencionalnim virom energije. Če želimo slediti naravovarstvenim načelom 
je zato potrebno zagotoviti, da bo potrebna električna energija zagotovljena na kar se da čist način. 
Nobena skrivnost ni, da je to velika priložnost za obnovljive vire energije. Vsem obnovljivim virom 
energije je skupno, da imajo težave s konstantno proizvodnjo električno energije, saj na primer sonce, 
veter, morski tokovi ter valovi po jakosti precej nihajo v času. Iluzorno bi bilo pričakovati, da bo 
proizvodnja električne energije iz obnovljivih virov sovpadala s povpraševanjem po energiji v omrežju 
in njegovim dnevnim ter sezonskim nihanjem, kar pomeni da je osnovno bazo električne energije 
potrebno zagotoviti z bolj stabilnimi viri. Zaradi zavedanja teh problemov so se pojavili predlogi (Lund, 
2016) o pretvorbi električne energije v toploto in s tem bolj učinkovitemu shranjevanju do časa, ko 
omrežje izkaže manjko električne energije. Pričakovati je, da bodo izboljšave na tem področju 
implementirane v prihodnjih letih, saj so v razvoju tudi tako imenovana pametna električna omrežja. 
Energija morja je zanimiv vir energije,  za katerega razvoj v svetu se šele v zadnjem času namenja več 
finančnih sredstev. V Sloveniji energiji morja vsaj za zdaj nismo namenjali prav veliko pozornosti, kljub 
temu, da imamo kar nekaj kilometrov obale. Energija valov je le ena izmed vrst energije morja, pri kateri 
tehnologija močno napreduje, število konceptov in tipov naprav pa se nenehno povečuje, zato je 
smiselno povzeti kakšne naprave sploh obstajajo in kakšne sisteme za odvzem električne energije 
uporabljajo. Le na ta način je mogoče priti do sklepov o možnostih uporabe energije valov oziroma njeni 
ekonomski upravičenosti v Sloveniji oziroma v Tržaškem zalivu.  
Pregled naprav za izkoriščanje energije morskih valov 
Priložnosti in izzivi naprav za izkoriščanje energije morskih valov 
Izkoriščanje energije morskih valov za potrebe elektroenergetske oskrbe ima podobno kot vsi ostali 
načini izkoriščanja energije svoje prednosti in slabosti. Ena izmed glavnih prednosti v primerjavi z 
drugimi obnovljivimi viri energije je, da valovi ponujajo največjo energijsko gostoto izmed vseh.  
Energijska gostota sončne energije reda velikosti 0,1-0,3 kW/m2 na primer generira 2-3 kW/m2 energije 
valov v vertikalni ravnini, katere normalo predstavlja smer približevanja valov (Drew, et al., 2009). Še 
ena izmed prednosti je razmeroma majhen vpliv na okolje v katerem so umeščene naprave za 
izkoriščanje energije morskih valov. Poleg tega, količina energije valov v zmernih podnebjih preko leta 
ustrezno niha v skladu s potrebami po električni energiji. V prid valov govori tudi dejstvo, da lahko 
prepotujejo izredno velike razdalje brez znatne izgube energije. Pomembno je omeniti tudi, da lahko 
valovi proizvajajo energijo 90% časa, medtem ko lahko na primer veter in sonce izkoriščamo zgolj v 
približno 30% časa. 
Kljub vsemu so valovi relativno težko predvidljivi, zato bo v prihodnosti potrebno izboljšati metode za 
analizo vira energije ter modele, ki  napovedujejo valove. V kolikor želimo, da naprave za izkoriščanje 
valov postanejo bolj konkurenčne na trgu energije, bo potrebno doseči dogovore med proizvajalci 
številnih prototipov, ki bi privedli do zmanjšanja stroškov, ter izboljšati načine za postavitev naprav na 
predvideno lokacijo. Pomembno vlogo pri izboljšani konkurenčnosti igrajo tudi robustnost, zanesljivost 
ter operabilnost celotnih sistemov. Poleg tega je potrebno zagotoviti tudi učinkovito pretvorbo iz 
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počasnega in poljubnega gibanja valov pri izrazito neenakomerni sili, v gibanje, ki generatorju omogoča 
pridobivanje električne energije primerne za priključitev v omrežje. 
Klasifikacija naprav 
Literatura ponuja mnogo različnih klasifikacij naprav za izkoriščanje energije morskih valov. 
Najpogosteje se naprave razvrsti glede na lokacijo, tip naprave ter način obratovanja. Za potrebe tega 
magistrskega dela je uporabljena nekoliko prirejena klasifikacija, ki poudarja predvsem razliko v 
tehničnih sistemih med posameznimi konverterji. Posledično so naprave razdeljene v 5 večjih razredov; 
plavajoče naprave, naprave z nihajočim vodnim stolpcem, konverterji sunkov morskih valov, potopljeni 
konverterji ter preplavljeni konverterji. 
Plavajoči konverterji 
Plavajoči konverterji so telesa katerih gibanje sprožijo valovi medtem, ko potujejo pod njimi oziroma 
mimo njih. Omenjeni razred se deli v podrazrede glede na smer bližajočih se valov. Točkovni absorberji 
oziroma boje so neodvisni od smeri valov, atenuatorji so postavljeni vzporedno s smerjo približevanja 
valov, medtem ko so tako imenovani terminatorji postavljeni pravokotno na smer približevanja valov. 
Točkovni absorberji so v primerjavi z valovnimi dolžinami valov majhni, zato lahko absorbirajo 
energijo valov ne glede na smer njihovega približevanja. V osnovi gre za plavajoče boje, ki podobno 
kot plovec nihajo skladno z valovi in s tem preko hidravličnih sistemov oziroma linearnih generatorjev 
generirajo električno energijo. Tipičen primer točkovnega absorberja s hidravličnim sistemom odvzema 
električne energije je na primer boja FlanSea, ki je bila razvita v Flandriji in testirana ob obali Belgije. 
Linearni generator pa je recimo implementiran v konverterje razvite v okviru projekta Lysekil na 
Švedskem.  
Atenuatorji so v osnovi dolge plavajoče konstrukcije usmerjene vzporedno z glavno smerjo bližajočih 
se valov. Nihanje, ki ga ustvarijo valovi se ob gibanju atenuatorja iz mehanske pretvori v električno 
energijo. V tovrstnih napravah zaradi narave gibanja prevladujejo hidravlični sistemi za odvzem 
električne energije. Predstavnika atenuatorjev sta na primer Pelamis razvit na Škotskem ter Wave star, 
ki so ga izdelali Danci. Prvi je povsem tipičen primer atenuatorja, medtem ko drugi nekoliko spominja 
na niz točkovnih absorberjev. 
Terminatorji so podobni atenuatorjem z eno bistveno razliko; usmerjeni so pravokotno na smer 
bližajočih se valov. Primer tovrstne naprave je tako imenovana Salterjeva raca. 
Naprave z nihajočim vodnim stolpcem 
Za naprave z nihajočim vodnim stolpcem je značilno, da imajo odprtino na dnu konstrukcije, ki vodi v 
njeno votlo notranjost. Skozi odprtino doteka in odteka morska voda ob prihajajočem oziroma 
umikajočem se valu in s tem dviguje ali znižuje gladino vodnega stolpca. Znotraj votline se tako ustvari 
zračni nadtlak oziroma podtlak, ki poganja zračno turbino. Najpogosteje se uporabljajo dvosmerne 
turbine, saj je tako doseženo istosmerno vrtenje generatorja, ne glede na to ali gre za potisk ali vlek 
zraka skozi turbino. Obstajata dve osnovni različici naprav z nihajočim vodnim stolpcem. Prva je v 
celoti zgrajena na obali, druga pa plava na morski gladini in se uporablja predvsem v morjih in oceanih 
z večjo globino. Nekatere najbolj znane naprave oziroma podjetja, ki za generiranje električne energije 
uporabljajo koncept nihajočega vodnega stolpca so na primer LIMPET, Oceanlinx, portugalski Pico in 
španski Mutriku. 
Konverterji sunkov morskih valov 
Konverterji sunkov morskih valov pretvarjajo energijo iz sile, ki jo ustvari val, ko prečka napravo, 
oziroma iz energije gibajočih se vodnih delcev znotraj vala. V principu gre za nihanje na dno pritrjenega 
deflektorja, ki niha v fazi z vodnimi delci znotraj vala. Nihanje povzroči gibanje cilindrov, ki ustvarijo 
dodatni tlak v vodi znotraj sistema. Voda pod visokim tlakom je običajno preko cevi speljana na obalo, 
kjer je v zaprtem prostoru nameščena vodna turbina. Tipičen primer za tako konfiguracijo naprave je na 
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primer Oyster, razvit na Queen’s University Belfast na Severnem Irskem. Za umestitev na območjih z 
manjšo globino vode obstaja različica konverterja s popolnoma potopljenim deflektorjem kot je na 
primer WaveRoller in različica, pri kateri se deflektor malenkostno dviga nad vodno gladino (bioWAVE 
in Frond). Za večje globine pa so raziskovalci razvili plavajoče konverterje (Langlee in Farley Triplate).  
Potopljeni konverterji 
Potopljeni konverterji so najpogosteje umeščeni blizu obale in pritrjeni na morsko dno. Delujejo na 
podlagi tlačnih razlik, ki se pojavijo zaradi dvigovanja oziroma spuščanja morske gladine, ki jo povzroča 
gibanje valov. Zaradi ustvarjene razlike v tlaku nastopi gibanje konverterja, ki usmeri tok tekočine v 
cevovodnem sistemu, ki je nato speljan skozi generator, kateri pretvarja mehansko energijo v električno. 
Ena glavnih prednosti potopljenih konverterjev je, da nad morsko gladino niso vidni in jih je moč 
vgraditi tudi na območjih v bližini turističnih točk. Najpomembnejši predstavniki tega tipa konverterjev 
so AWS I, CETO I ter PYSIS, v zadnjem času pa je največji preboj s področja tovrstne tehnologije uspel 
avstralskemu podjetju Carnegie Wave Energy Limited s sistemom CETO. 
Preplavljeni konverterji 
Kadar bližajoči se valovi napolnijo rezervoar, ki je umeščen nad gladino morske vode govorimo o 
preplavljenih konverterjih. Voda v rezervoarju samega konverterja ima določeno potencialno energijo, 
ki se s spuščanjem vode skozi vodne turbine pretvori v električno energijo. Običajno imajo tovrstne 
naprave posebne krake, ki usmerjajo valove proti rezervoarju in s tem povečujejo učinkovitost polnjenja 
z morsko vodo. Globalno najbolj poznani preplavljeni konverterji se v strokovni literaturi pojavljajo z 
naslednjimi komercialnimi imeni: Wave Dragon, TAPCHAN, Floating Wave Power Vessel in Seawave. 
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Sistemi za odvzem električne energije 
Sistemi za odvzem električne energije so sistemi znotraj katerih se mehansko gibanje pretvori v za 
človeka bolj uporabno obliko - električno energijo. Veliko število naprav oziroma različnih konceptov 
za pridobivanje električne energije iz energije morskih valov zahteva tudi temu primerno raznolikost 
sistemov za odvzem električne energije (Slika 6-1, povzeto po (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017)). Večina 
sistemov za odvzem je bila predhodno razvita v drugih področjih tehnike in naknadno implementiranih 
ter ustrezno prirejenih za potrebe tehnologije in energetike morskih valov. Kljub najrazličnejšim 
napravam lahko sisteme za odvzem uvrstimo v štiri značilne skupine.  
 
Slika 6-1: Pregled sistemov za odvzem električne energije (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) 
Zračne turbine 
Zračne turbine so eden izmed sistemov za odvzem električne energije. Zanje je značilno, da kot medij 
iz katerega neposredno odvzemajo energijo uporabljajo zrak. Gibanje zraka namreč povzroča vrtenje 
rotorja v turbini, temu pa sledi pretvorba mehanskega rotacijskega gibanja in njegove energije v 
električno energijo. V tehnologiji naprav za izkoriščanje električne energije iz energije morskih valov 
se zračne turbine vgrajujejo predvsem v naprave z nihajočim vodnim stolpcem. Na trgu obstaja več 
tipov zračnih turbin med katerimi je najbolj pogosto uporabljena Wellsova turbina (Slika 6-2), saj je 
enostavna in dvosmerna. Ker je gibanje valov oscilatorno, se vodni stolpec ob prehodu grebenov valov 
zviša in pri tem ustvarja nadtlak ter ob prehodu dolov valov zniža in ustvarja zračni podtlak. Pri tem se 
smer gibanja zraka seveda zamenja in edino smiselno je, da se vgradi turbino, ki omogoča vrtenje tako 
ob potisku kot tudi ob vleku.  
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Slika 6-2: Wellsova turbina (Takao & Setoguchi, 2012) 
Vodne turbine 
Poleg zračnih turbin se v konverterjih pogosto uporabljajo tudi vodne turbine. Tehnologija vodnih turbin 
je znana in že dolga leta preizkušena kot pogonski stroj v hidroelektrarnah. Z ustreznimi modifikacijami 
se je ta tehnologija uspešno uveljavila tudi kot eden izmed sistemov za odvzem električne energije v 
napravah za izkoriščanje energije iz energije morskih valov.  
Vodne turbine delimo v dve osnovni skupini. Prva skupina so enakotlačne oziroma akcijske, druga pa 
nadtlačne oziroma reakcijske vodne turbine. Glavna razlika med skupinama je v tem, da je rotor akcijske 
turbine delno potopljen in mora biti za normalno obratovanje postavljen na spodnjo gladino vode, 
medtem ko so reakcijske vodne turbine v celoti oblite z vodo in izkoriščajo celotni padec vode od zgornje  
do spodnje gladine.  
Na drugi strani je za akcijske turbine značilno, da je curek vode usmerjen na lopatice rotorja kar 
povzroča spremembo momenta. Zaradi te spremembe momenta nastopi vrtenje rotorja okoli osi, ki je 
kasneje preko generatorja pretvorjeno v električno energijo. Največkrat uporabljene akcijske vodne 
turbine v konverterjih energije morskih valov so Peltonova turbina, vodna turbina s prečnim tokom, ter 
Turgova turbina (Slika 6-3 od leve proti desni).  
 
Slika 6-3: Tipi akcijskih vodnih turbin (Bangor University, 2015) 
Reakcijske turbine delujejo nekoliko drugače. Pri pretoku vode le ta povzroči gibanje lopatic na rotorju 
turbine. Pri tem energija hidravličnega tlaka povzroči gibanje lopatic in posledično vrtenje rotorja. 
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Glavni problemi tovrstnih turbin so znani že iz njihove aplikacije v hidroelektrarnah in so povezani z 
vibracijami, ekscentričnostjo ter kavitacijo. Najbolj pogosto se v napravah za pretvarjanje električne 
energije iz energije valov pojavljata dva tipa reakcijskih turbin: Francisova in Kaplanova (Slika 6-4).  
 
Slika 6-4: Francisova in Kaplanova turbina (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
Hidravlični sistemi 
Zaradi svoje prilagodljivosti so tudi hidravlični sistemi pogosto uporabljeni v energijskih konverterjih. 
Valovi v naravi so namreč precej neenakomerni po višini in periodi, kar pomeni, da potrebujemo sistem, 
ki lahko to stohastično gibanje pretvori v primerno obliko električne energije, ki jo je moč vključiti v 
električno omrežje. Hidravlični sistemi so s tega vidika pravzaprav idealni, saj lahko pretvorijo 
hidravlično energijo v mehansko rotacijsko gibanje, ki se kasneje s pomočjo generatorja pretvori v 
električno energijo. Glavne prednosti hidravličnih sistemov so hiter odziv, vzdrževanje željene hitrosti 
pri spreminjajočih se valovih ter možnost kontrole hitrosti, navora, moči in celo smeri rotacije, ko je to 
potrebno.  
Značilna shema hidravličnega sistema vključuje hidravlični bat, cevi po katerih bat potisne tekočino, 
kontrolno enoto, akumulator, hidravlični motor ter generator. Ključni del sistema so hidro akumulatorji, 
ki so običajno napolnjeni z oljem ali dušikom in omogočajo shranjevanje energije, ki jo kasneje 
dovedemo do hidro motorja, ter zgladitev nihanja energije, ki nastopi zaradi stohastične narave valov. 
To zagotavlja bolj gladko delovanje hidro motorja ter omogoča, da je izhodni električni signal iz 
generatorja bolj primeren za vključitev v električno omrežje. Hidro črpalke oziroma motorji, ki so 
primerni za vgradnjo v tovrstne sisteme so zobniški hidro motor, orbitalni hidro motor ter batni hidro 
motor. 
Sistemi z neposrednim odvzemom 
Pri sistemih z neposrednim odvzemom gre predvsem za to, da je generator direktno povezan s 
premikajočim se delom naprave za pridobivanje električne energije. Tovrstni sistemi so predvsem 
primerni za koncepte naprav, ki so podobni bojam - torej plavajoče boje in pa tako imenovani potopljeni 
konverterji. Princip pretvorbe energije temelji na tem, da se gibanje boje navzgor in navzdol direktno 
prenese do generatorja, kjer translatorno gibanje znotraj statorja povzroči spremembo magnetnega toka 
in tako inducira napetost. 
Glavna prednost direktnega odvzema je njegova preprostost, saj med samo napravo in generatorjem 
drugi mehanski pretvorniki niso potrebni. S tem se občutno zmanjša število premikajočih se delov (Slika 
6-5) kar privede do večje zanesljivosti celotnega koncepta naprave za pridobivanje električne energije. 
Kljub temu, da je tak sistem odvzema visoko učinkovit in zahteva malo vzdrževanja pa ima tudi svoje 
pomanjkljivosti. Omeniti velja predvsem variiranje frekvence in amplitude izhodne napetosti, visok 
navor ter velike sile, ki delujejo neposredno na generator. Sistemi z neposrednim odvzemom so zato 
običajno kontrolirani in krmiljeni s kontrolno enoto z namenom optimalnega izkoristka energije valov. 
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Slika 6-5: Linearni električni generator s trajnimi magneti (Drew, et al., 2009) 
Uporaba sistemov za odvzem električne energije v napravah za 
izkoriščanje energije morskih valov 
Sistemi za odvzem električne energije v konverterjih, ki izrabljajo energijo morskih valov niso povsem 
konvencionalni in zahtevajo ustrezne prilagoditve glede na posamezni koncept. Iz tega razloga so v 
nadaljevanju predstavljene konkretne naprave v katere so implementirani nekateri izmed predhodno 
opisanih sistemov za odvzem električne energije. 
Zračne turbine 
Wellsova turbina – LIMPET 
Naprava LIMPET (Slika 6-6) je ena izmed bolj prepoznavnih konverterjev z nihajočim vodnim 
stolpcem. Za različico tovrstnih naprav, ki je v celoti zgrajena na kopnem je značilno, da ima na dnu 
konstrukcije prostor ter odprtino skozi katero se dovaja in odvaja morska voda. Prihajajoči valovi pri 
tem stiskajo zrak v prostoru, ki je nato usmerjen skozi lopatice zračne turbine. Kot večina naprav tega 
tipa ima LIMPET vgrajeno Wellsovo zračno turbino preko katere poteka odvzem električne energije. 
Wellsova turbina omogoča vrtenje rotorja v primeru potiska ter tudi v primeru vleka, kar je pri tem tipu 
naprave še posebej pomembno. Bližajoči se val namreč ustvari nadtlak, ki potisne zrak skozi turbino, 
medtem ko val v fazi umikanja ustvarja podtlak, ki povzroči vlek zraka skozi rotor turbine.  
Konkretna naprava vsebuje dve Wellsovi turbini katerih skupna nominalna moč znaša 500 kW. 
Generatorji električne energije narekujejo delovno območje med 700 in 1500 obrati turbine na minuto, 
saj se z omejitvami intervala delovnega območja doseže bistveno boljšo zanesljivost naprave in zmanjša 
potrebe po vzdrževanju. Da pa je lahko LIMPET povezan v omrežje, je potrebno zagotoviti konstantno 
hitrost in frekvenco elektromagnetnega valovanja, za kar je potrebno sprotno spreminjanje signala 
doseženo z ustreznimi krmilniki oziroma kontrolnimi enotami. Poleg neposrednega krmiljenja je 
vzpostavljen tudi napreden sistem monitoringa, ki beleži vse podatke potrebne za nadaljnje raziskave 
ter nemoteno delovanje naprave, ko je le ta priključena v omrežje. 
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Slika 6-6: LIMPET z Wellsovo zračno turbino (Learning media MIT, 2016) 
Dennis – Auldova turbina – Oceanlinx 
Poleg statičnih naprav umeščenih na obalo, kot je na primer LIMPET, se zračne turbine uporabljajo tudi 
v plavajočih konverterjih z nihajočim vodnim stolpcem. V avstralskem podjetju Oceanlinx, ki razvija 
tak plavajoč konverter so se odločili za drugačen pristop k sistemu za odvzem električne energije kot ga 
uporablja naprava LIMPET. Njihov sistem v osnovi temelji na Dennis-Auldovi turbini in je tekom 
razvoja pridobil komercialno ime airWAVE (Slika 6-7). Sistem je podobno kot  pri napravi LIMPET 
ustrezno krmiljen ter nadzorovan v realnem času. Potrebno je poudariti, da je sistem za odvzem 
električne energije airWAVE nameščen nad vodno gladino in nima nobenih gibljivih delov, ki bi segali 
pod vodo. Poleg tega ga odlikuje predvsem visok izkoristek v primerjavi z drugimi zračnimi turbinami 
oziroma sistemi. 
 
Slika 6-7: Sistem airWAVE (Oceanlinx, 2016) 
Vodne turbine 
Kaplanova turbina – Wave Dragon 
Kaplanova turbina se je v preteklosti že izkazala kot zanesljiv sistem pri uporabi v konvencionalnih 
hidroelektrarnah. Z razvojem naprav za pridobivanje električne energije iz energije valov pa se je kot 
sistem za odvzem električne energije močno uveljavila v preplavljenih konverterjih kot je na primer 
Wave Dragon (Slika 6-8). Wave Dragon je zasnovan na način, ki omogoča prihajajočemu valu da 
preplavi napravo in tako napolni rezervoar z morsko vodo. Vodo se nato spusti skozi Kaplanovo turbino, 
kjer se potencialna energija vode iz bazena pretvori v kinetično energijo (Slika 6-9). Ker je za vodne 
turbine značilno, da zaradi svoje narave delovanja dosegajo izkoristke preko 90%, leži kritična točka 
sistema nekje drugje. Tekom raziskav se je namreč izkazalo, da je zelo pomembno zagotoviti ustrezen 
tok in padec vode glede na željeno količino proizvedene energije oziroma velikost naprave.  
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Slika 6-8: Kaplanova turbina v napravi Wave Dragon (Dhanak & Xiros, 2016) 
 
Slika 6-9: Shema delovanja sistema z vodno turbino (Kortenhaus, et al., 2013) 
Peltonova turbina – Oyster 
Primer uporabe Peltonove turbine v napravah za pridobivanje električne energije iz energije valov je 
konverter Oyster (Slika 6-10), ki spada v skupino konverterjev sunkov morskih valov. Oyster je pritrjen 
na morsko dno zmerne globine 12 m kjer z gibljivo loputo prestreza valove. Umestitev naprave na taki 
globini ni naključna, saj se lahko sile na napravo zaradi tako imenovanih priobalnih učinkov povečajo 
tudi za 50% v primerjavi s silami, ki bi se pojavile v globoki vodi. Sunki morskih valov povzročajo 
gibanje tako imenovane lopute, ki posledično stiska in sprošča dva hidravlična cilindra. Oba cilindra 
potiskata vodo po cevovodu do obale, kjer je stacionirana postaja s hidravličnimi akumulatorji ter 
Peltonovo turbino z vztrajnikom. 
 
Slika 6-10: Naprava Oyster (Whittaker & Folley, 2012) 
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Hidravlični sistemi 
FlanSea 
FlanSea je raziskovalni projekt podjetij iz flamskega dela Belgije pri katerem je bila močno vpletena 
tudi Univerza v Gentu. Prototip naprave (Slika 6-11) je bil nameščen ob obali mesta Ostend, nadaljnje 
analize pa so bile po večini izvedene na Univerzi v Gentu. V prototipu boje FlanSea je bil sicer vgrajen 
hidravlični sistem, preko numeričnih modelov in simulacij pa je bilo skupno testiranih 5 različic 
sistemov za odvzem električne energije. Končni rezultati še niso znani, saj je preučevanje še vedno v 
teku. 
 
Slika 6-11: Boja Flansea pripravljena za transport do lokacije (Subsea world news, 2016) 
Pelamis 
Pelamis je zaradi svoje značilne kačaste oblike verjetno ena najbolj poznanih naprav za pridobivanje 
električne energije iz energije morskih valov. Celoten niz napol potopljenih cilindrov je med seboj 
povezan s členki, ki omogočajo neodvisno gibanje posameznega cilindra. Vsako vozlišče ima dve 
prostostni stopnji kar valovom omogoča, da opravijo delo s premikanjem dveh sosednjih cilindrov. Za 
lažje razumevanje delovanja naprave jo običajno razdelimo na dva ločena dela sistema za odvzem 
električne energije; na primarnega in sekundarnega. V primarnem delu se zaradi gibanja cilindrov 
ustvarja tlak, ki potiska tekočino skozi cevovode do hidravličnih akumulatorjev, kjer se energija začasno 
shrani. Sekundarni del sistema pa vsebuje hidravlične motorje povezane z električnimi generatorji, s 
katerimi zagotavlja, da se shranjen del energije iz akumulatorjev pretvori v električno energijo, dovede 
na kopno ter priključi v električno omrežje. 
 
Slika 6-12: Pelamis – pogled s strani (zgoraj) ter pogled z vrha (spodaj) (Pinterest, 2016) 
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Wave star 
Še en primer uporabe hidravličnega sistema je naprava Wave star. Na vsako izmed dveh strani naprave 
je pritrjenih 20 plavajočih boj, ki so delno potopljene v vodo. Vsaka izmed njih je preko hidravličnega 
bata povezana z osrednjim delom konstrukcije. Zaradi valovanja morja pride do nihanja boj navzgor in 
navzdol kar povzroči stiskanje olja do maksimalnega tlaka okoli 200 barov in ga odvede v skupni sistem 
naprave, kjer je menjalnik. V nadaljevanju hidravlični sistem poganja hidravlični motor, ki je povezan 
z generatorjem električne energije, le ta pa je priključen v električno omrežje. 
Naprava v osnovi temelji na znani in preizkušeni tehnologiji, kar ji omogoča stabilno delovanje brez 
potrebnih dodatnih testiranj posameznih komponent. Kljub temu pa velja omeniti, da je tovrsten koncept 
hidravličnega sistema z menjalnikom do neke mere inovativen. Iz tega razloga se potencialne možnosti 
težav pojavijo v osrednjem delu naprave kjer se nahaja prostor za generator in računalnike, ki so 
nameščeni v kontroliranih pogojih, kar jih obvaruje pred vlago in drugimi zunanjimi vplivi. Celoten 
sistem vsebuje 40 plavajočih boj, kar napravi omogoča, da v slučaju okvare na nekaj izmed njih, 
preostale nadaljujejo z obratovanjem. V slučaju previsokih valov, se boje dvignejo iz vode, prekinejo z 
obratovanjem in tako obvarujejo vitalne dele pred nastankom škode zaradi prevelike obremenitve. 
 
Slika 6-13: Wave star (Marquis, et al., 2012) 
CETO 
Naprava CETO razvita s strani avstralskega podjetja Carnegie Wave Energy spada med potopljene 
konverterje. Zadnji prototip CETO 6 je nekoliko drugačen, saj ima za razliko od svojih predhodnikov 
generator električne energije vgrajen kar v boji sami, in ne v za to namenjenem prostoru na obali kot na 
primer CETO 5. S tem ni več potrebe po pritrjevanju črpalk, hidravličnih akumulatorjev in ostalih 
hidravličnih komponent na morsko dno. Poleg tega je postavitev celotnega sistema s plovili bistveno 
enostavnejša, potrebni časovni interval vzdrževanja je krajši ter absolutni stroški manjši. Omeniti je 
potrebno tudi, da CETO 6 omogoča vgraditev sistema v večjih globinah morja kar povečuje možnosti 
koncepta za uspeh na globalnem trgu. 
Delovanje naprave je precej podobno kot pri plavajočih bojah. Morski valovi namreč povzročajo gibanje 
potopljene boje navzgor in navzdol. Gibanje se nato preko batov prenese do električnega generatorja 
kjer se pretvori v električno energijo. Sistem je s kabli povezan z nadzorno sobo na obali, kjer je 
nameščen kontrolni sistem. 
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Slika 6-14: Naprava CETO (Carnegie Wave, 2015) 
Sistemi z neposrednim odvzemom 
Lysekil  
Eden izmed značilnih sistemov z neposrednim odvzemom je na primer švedski projekt Lysekil. Ta 
koncept je zasnovan kot trofazni linearni generator s trajnimi magneti. Generator je pritrjen na morsko 
dno in povezan s plavajočo bojo na morski gladini. Gibanje boje povzroči nihanje translatorja zaradi 
česar se v statorju naprave inducira električni tok. Da se boja ob prehodu dna valov vrne v svojo začetno 
lego skrbijo posebne vzmeti. Neposredno odvzeta električna energija seveda ne more biti direktno 
povezana v omrežje zaradi oscilacij v amplitudi in frekvenci. To je tudi razlog, da je po več generatorjev 
skupaj povezanih s postajo, kjer se napetost iz posameznega generatorja ustrezno modificira in prilagodi 
pred končnim priklopom v električno omrežje. 
 
Slika 6-15: Skupina naprav Lysekil (Tethys, 2011) 
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Ocena potenciala Tržaškega zaliva za elektroenergetsko izrabo 
V namen ocenjevanja potenciala Tržaškega zaliva za energetsko izrabo je bila uporabljena linearna 
teorija valov poznana tudi pod imenom Airyjeva teorija. Valovi v slovenskem morju so podobno kot 
povsod drugod, popolnoma neurejeni in ne izpolnjujejo vseh predpostavk, ki jih narekuje linearna teorija 
valov. Kljub temu se Airyjeva teorija izkaže kot povsem uporabna in se kot taka že dolgo uporablja v 
vseh panogah obalnega inženirstva. . Iz tega razloga celoten izračun karakteristik valov ter ocene njihove 
moči v nadaljevanju temelji na enačbah omenjene teorije. 
Linearna teorija 
Predpostavke na katerih temelji linearna teorija so naslednje: 
- Tekočina je homogena in nestisljiva (ρ=konstanta) 
- Učinek Coriolisove sile je zanemarljiv  
- Površinsko napetost lahko zanemarimo 
- Tlak na površini je konstanten 
- Obravnavana tekočina je idealna oziroma neviskozna 
- Med posamezni valovi ne prihaja do interakcije 
- Morsko dno je horizontalno in neprepustno 
- Amplituda valov je majhna in oblika valov se ne spreminja v prostoru in času 
- Valovi so lahko obravnavani dvodimenzionalno 
 
Energija in moč valov 
Energija sistema valov sestoji iz kinetičnega dela ter potencialnega dela energije, za katera se tekom 
izpeljave izkaže, da sta v običajnih razmerah enaka. 
𝐸 = 𝐸𝑘 + 𝐸𝑝 =
1
16
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2𝐿 +
1
16
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2𝐿 =
1
8
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2𝐿 
Pri tem v enačbi energije sistema valov nastopajo naslednje količine: 
𝐸𝑘 →  𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖č𝑛𝑎 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑗𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑎 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑣  
𝐸𝑝  → 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑎 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑗𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑎 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑣   
𝜌 → 𝑔𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑘𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑑𝑒  
𝐻 → 𝑣𝑖š𝑖𝑛𝑎 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑣  
𝐿 →  𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑛𝑎 𝑑𝑜𝑙ž𝑖𝑛𝑎  
V kolikor želimo določiti energijsko gostoto je potrebno energijo deliti z valovno dolžino 𝐿. 
?̅? =
𝐸
𝐿
=
1
8
𝜌 𝑔 𝐻2 
Moč sistema valov pa se lahko v skladu z Airyjevo teorijo, za tako imenovane razmere globoke vode, 
določi v skladu z  naslednjo enačbo: 
?̅?0 =
1
2
?̅?0𝐶0 
Pri tem indeks 0 v ?̅?0 in 𝐶0 označuje, da gre za energijsko gostoto valov in hitrost valovanja v razmerah 
z globoko vodo. 
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Podatki 
Podatki za analizo valov so bili zbrani in posredovani s strani Agencije Republike Slovenije za okolje 
(ARSO) ter Morske biološke postaje Piran(MBP Piran), ki deluje pod okriljem Nacionalnega inštituta 
za biologijo (NIB). Morska biološka postaja zbira podatke s treh različnih boj imenovanih Vida, Zora 
in Zarja. Ker so podatki z zadnjih dveh boj na voljo zgolj za obdobje med leti 2014 in 2016 je analiza 
izvedena samo s podatki z boje Vide, ki podatke beleži že od leta 2008 in tako daje bolj reprezentativne 
rezultate za daljša časovna obdobja.  
Boja Vida zbira podatke na mestu določenim z naslednjimi geografskimi koordinatami: 45° 32' 55,68'' 
severno in 13° 33' 1,89'' vzhodno. Globina morja na tem mestu je glede na tlačno razliko ocenjena na 
22,5 m. Podatki s strani MBP Piran so zabeleženi za posamezne 30-minutne intervale in so v 
nadaljevanju uporabljeni za oceno potenciala Tržaškega zaliva za elektroenergetsko izrabo. 
Analiza 
Z enačbami linearne teorije valov je mogoče izračunati moč sistema valov za vsako značilno višino 
valov znotraj posameznega 30-minutnega časovnega intervala. Ker so intervali relativno kratki je 
predpostavljeno, da se višina valov znotraj časovnega intervala praktično ne spreminja in da značilna 
višina dovolj dobro predstavlja nivo višine valov preko celotnega 30-minutnega intervala.  
Analiza konkretnega primera za 30-minutni časovni interval nam pokaže koliko energije lahko 
pridobimo iz valov z značilno višino 𝐻𝑠 = 1,0 𝑚. Vhodni podatki za naslednji primer so bili zabeleženi 
na boji Vidi dne 04.03.2010 med 15:30 in 16:00. 
𝐻𝑠 = 1,0 𝑚 
𝑑 = 22,5 𝑚 
𝑇 = 3,24 𝑠 
𝑔 = 9,81 𝑚/𝑠2 
𝜌 = 1025 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 
S pomočjo enačb linearne teorije valov lahko določimo moč sistema valov, ki je značilna za 1 m visoke 
valove na lokaciji boje Vide v Tržaškem zalivu. 
?̅?0 =
1
2
?̅?0𝐶0 =
1
2
∙ 1,26
𝑘𝐽
𝑚2
∙ 5,06 𝑚/𝑠 = 3,18 𝑘𝑊/𝑚 
Preglednica 6-1: Ocena uporabne količine energije valov na nivoju posameznega leta 
Leto Skupno število 
intervalov 
70% skupnega števila 
intervalov 
Povprečna moč 
[kW/m] 
Skupna letna 
energija [kWh/m]  
2008 10964 7675 0,398 1526 
2009 17520 12264 0,540 3310 
2010 17520 12264 0,463 2838 
2011 17520 12264 0,615 3768 
2012 17568 12298 0,949 5834 
2013 14603 10223 0,542 2789 
2014 17520 12264 0,390 2389 
2015 17520 12264 0,340 2084 
2016 17568 12298 0,346 2126 
 
Po podobnem principu so izračunane tudi moči za vse ostale 30-minutne intervale, ki nastopajo v bazi 
podatkov pridobljeni preko MBP Piran. V izračunu povprečne moči valov ter skupne energije za vsako 
posamezno leto je bilo zajetih zgolj 70% vseh intervalov, saj je za potrebe izračunov predpostavljeno, 
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da so valovi v preostalih intervalih prenizki za energetsko izrabo. Preglednica 6-1 prikazuje pridobljene 
rezultate. 
V preglednici lahko opazimo, da je skupno število intervalov v letih 2012 ter 2016 za 48 večje, ker gre 
za prestopni leti. Evidentno je tudi, da boja Vida v letih 2008 ter 2013 dobršen del leta ni beležila 
podatkov o valovih, zato ti dve leti nista vključeni v izračun povprečne letne energije valov. 
Povprečna letna energija valov med leti 2008 in 2016, brez upoštevanja let 2008 ter 2013: 
𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑛𝑎 = 3193 𝑘𝑊ℎ/𝑚 
Ocena potenciala 
Ocena potenciala temelji na podatkih o izkoristkih naprav pri zajemu energije valovanja ter na podatkih 
o izkoristkih sistemov za odvzem električne energije (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017).  
Preglednica 6-3 in Preglednica 6-2 prikazujeta podatke za posamezne tipe naprav in sisteme za odvzem 
električne energije. 
Preglednica 6-2: Izkoristki različnih tipov naprav pri zajemu energije morskih valov 
Tip naprave Izkoristek pri zajemu energije [%] 
Plavajoči preplavljeni konverterji 17 
Naprave z nihajočim vodnim stolpcem 29 
Točkovni absorberji 16 
Konverterji sunkov morskih valov 37 
 
Preglednica 6-3: Izkoristki sistemov za odvzem električne energije (Pecher & Kofoed, 2017) 
Sistem za odvzem električne energije Izkoristek [%] 
Wellsova turbine 70-80 
Vodne turbine 90-95 
Hidravlični sistemi 65-91 
Sistemi z neposrednim odvzemom 80-95 
 
Ocena električne energije, ki jo je teoretično možno pridobiti iz valov v Tržaškem zalivu temelji na 
izračunani energiji valov, podatkih o izkoristkih pri zajemu energije ter izkoristkih sistemov za odvzem 
električne energije. Možne izgube, ki lahko nastanejo v cevovodih sistemov, ter na mestu priklopa v 
električno omrežje v teh izračunih niso upoštevane. Nekateri sistemi namreč sploh ne vsebujejo cevi, 
medtem ko so v preostalih sistemih izgube v cevovodih zanemarljivo majhne. 
Za določitev povprečne letne energije v GWh predpostavimo, da je dolžina preko katere so razporejeni 
konverterji enaka 1000 m. Povprečna letna energija valov tako znaša: 
𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑛𝑜,1000 = 3193
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑚
∙ 1000 𝑚 = 3,193 𝐺𝑊ℎ 
Na podlagi povprečne letne energije valov ter izkoristkov pri zajemu ter pri pretvorbi energije lahko 
določimo potencialno povprečno količino električne energije na nivoju posameznega leta 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑛𝑜,𝑒𝑙. 
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Preglednica 6-4: Potencialna količina električne energije za posamezno vrsto konverterja 
Eletno,100 
[GWh] 
Tip konverterja Izkoristek pri 
zajemu energije [%] 
Sistem za odvzem  Izkoristek 
sistema  
Eletno,el 
[GWh] 
3,193 Plavajoči preplavljeni 
konverterji 
17 Kaplanova turbina 90 0,489 
3,193 Naprave z nihajočim 
vodnim stolpcem 
29 Wellsova turbina 70 0,648 
3,193 Točkovni absorberji 16 Hidravlični sistemi 70 0,358 
3,193 Točkovni absorberji 16 Sistemi z 
neposrednim 
odvzemom  
85 0,434 
3,193 Konverterji sunkov 
morskih valov 
37 Hidravlični sistemi 70 0,827 
 
Preglednica 6-4 nam razkrije, da se vrednosti 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑛𝑜,𝑒𝑙 gibljejo med 0,358 GWh in 0,827 GWh, kar v 
absolutnem smislu sicer ne zveni pretirano veliko, boljšo predstavo pa dobimo šele, ko te številke 
primerjamo s podatki o letni porabi električne energije v Sloveniji. Za primerjavo je recimo zanimiv 
podatek o predvideni letni proizvodnji hidroelektrarne Brežice, ki bo znašala 161 GWh. To pomeni, da 
bi teoretično gledano za enako količino pridobljene električne energije kot je bo proizvedla HE Brežice 
potrebovali kar 200 do 400 skupin naprav za pridobivanje električne energije iz energije valov pri čemer 
bi bila vsaka izmed skupin razporejena preko dolžine 1000 m. 
Letna poraba električne energije v Sloveniji se v zadnjih letih giblje okoli 14 GWh, kar pomeni, da lahko 
ena skupina konverterjev na dolžini 1000 m zagotovi približno 0,006% potrebne letne električne energije 
v Sloveniji. Preglednica 6-5 prikazuje deleže proizvedene električne energije glede na posamezen tip 
elektrarne za leto 2015 ter potencialni delež energije valov za eno skupino konverterjev razporejenih 
preko 1000 m.  
Preglednica 6-5: Proizvodnja električne energije v Sloveniji za leto 2015 
Tip elektrarne Letna proizvodnja 
energije [GWh] 
Delež proizvedene 
električne energije [%] 
Vse elektrarne skupaj 14187 100 
Jedrska elektrarna 5372 37,9 
Termoelektrarne 4263 30,0 
Hidroelektrarne 3879 27,3 
Sončne elektrarne 8 0,06 
Vetrne elektrarne 6 0,04 
Ostale 659 4,60 
Potencial energije valov 0,8 0,006 
 
Očitno je, da v Sloveniji energija valov ne bo nikoli postala eden izmed ključnih igralcev na področju 
energetike. Kljub temu, da je ta tehnologija v vzponu in so izkoristki čedalje boljši, sta višina in perioda 
valov, ter površina morja v Tržaškem zalivu enostavno premajhne za pridobivanje večjih količin 
električne energije, ki bi znatno pripomogle k elektroenergetski oskrbi v Sloveniji.  
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Zaključek 
Izraba energije morja je postala bolj aktualna šele v zadnjih nekaj desetletjih, zaradi česar velja za 
tehnologijo v razvoju in sektor v energetiki, ki ima še vedno velik potencial za implementacijo inovacij. 
Magistrsko delo prikazuje številčnost ter veliko raznolikost prototipov naprav za pridobivanje električne 
energije iz energije valov, pripadajočih sistemov za odvzem električne energije ter napredne tehnologije, 
ki je v te sisteme vključena. Na tem področju je v teku ogromno raziskav in pričakovati je, da se bodo 
posamezni sistemi specializirali za v naprej predvidene parametre morja in se glede na njih tudi ustrezno 
načrtovali ter konstruirali. Zaradi navedenih razlogov se domneva, da se bodo izkoristki celotnih 
sistemov močno zvišali, njihove komponente se bodo ob povečanju proizvodnje pocenile, 
elektroenergetska izraba morja pa postala še bolj zanimiva za globalni trg.  
Celo Slovenija, ki ne slovi kot tipična obmorska država s surovimi razmerami ter visokimi valovi ima 
pogoje, ki bi omogočali elektroenergetsko izrabo morja. V magistrskem delu je bilo sicer ugotovljeno, 
da je količina energije, ki bi jo bilo mogoče pridobiti iz valov v Tržaškem zalivu relativno majhna, kar 
pa še ne pomeni, da je zanemarljiva. Na območju Tržaškega zaliva bi bilo sicer modro preučiti še 
možnosti za izgradnjo vetrnih elektrarn na odprtem morju ter elektrarn, ki izkoriščajo energijo morskih 
tokov ali pa možnost hibridne elektrarne, ki vključuje naprave za izkoriščanje morskih valov ter vetrne 
turbine. Obnovljivi viri so vsekakor prihodnost na področju energetike, vendar pa jih je potrebno 
izkoriščati preudarno ter v skladu s podnebnimi pogoji. Kljub temu, da Tržaški zaliv ni najbolj primerna 
lokacija za postavitev naprav za izkoriščanje morskih valov, imamo v Sloveniji še vedno velik 
neizkoriščen potencial obnovljivih virov energije predvsem kar se tiče vodnih moči, vetrne energije ter 
navsezadnje tudi sončne energije. 
 
